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B.S.C. Champ Defends Title
By Beth Ward and
Joe Gouveia

new toy, and then Bonnie
decided to enter a race in
Southwick, MA. Being the
Many people have heard of
first race Bonnie had entered,
jetskiing, yet very few know · she finished first in the
of Bonnie Gordon; the
women's division. This
National Women's jetski
inspired her to pursue the
champion of 1982. Ms. Gorsport of jetskiing, and boy did .
don is a sophomore at
she persue it!
Bridgewater State College
Then in 1980, she entered a
and will be defending her title
regional race in Alpine Bay, ·
on the 29th and 30th of this
Alabama, which marked her
month at Lake Havasue, Arizas a professional in that
ona. Bonnie has been pracsport. Finishing fourth did
ticing for the big event at the
not discourage Bonnie from
Nip on route 104 for approxifurthering her interest.
mately an hour a day.
In 1981, Bonnie went to the
Nation a Is in Linc o In,
Bonnie is the "Rocky" story
of B.S.C .. She was never
Nebraska. She explains that,
"the race should have been
interested in jetskiing until
her father bought a Jetski
mine if I hadn't crashed coming into the first bouy." Nonfrom a friend. Thewholefamily started playing with ...,._,_..._...
their.............___..__,,.......,."""".__..__....._.._.._,,_..,....._...,.
etheless Bonnie finished
~_.._.._.,,._.._........,.....;...."""".--..
...........

third.
Then came 1982, which
Bonnie states as being "the
greatest race in the world".
The race was held at Lake
Havasue, Arizona. Bonnie
·explains that her own jetski
~was shipped to that race,,
which helped in contributing
.to her victory {a $500 purse
was awarded). She was then
and still is National Women's
Champion.
Bonnie will be defending
her title on October 29 and
30th .. at the same location
and will leave for her destination on Sunday, October
23rd. "The competition this
year is tough and the butterflies are already in my stomach." Despite this fact,
Seep. 12

A Word to the Wise

Conjusing· Dates·

~eriJor cl.a~~~&r ...c()'J'lP~!e.ct.a ,, ... flJ~~iOf'l, . iJ: .~LJQ9~f!.li·~J:l ,.~tu~~t.
·W:'proSip~bffve speak*3r$r' ' Was afso··wu:rua~ct Mkirig for' .
Recentlythe Comment had
and then placed them in three possible speakers. Mr.
theopportunitytospeakwith priority. After voting, the final Deep told the Comment that
Mr. Deep, Vice President of list of speakers recom- one hundred and fifty repStudent Services about the mended to speak is sent to sonses were received and of
process and selection of a the President of the College these responses, a total of
guest speaker tor Commen- and to the Board of Trustees ninety-three different names
cement.
for approval. Once the Board were submitted. These repJn the past, seniors were
of Trustees approves the lies were for national as well
asked during the school year . speaker, the President issues as local people. Among some
for suggestions for a guest an invitation to a perspective of the most popular names
speaker at Commencement. speaker and then waits for a were: Tip O'Neil, Senator
A class meeting was usually response.
Kennedy, Mi.chael Dukasis,
held and suggestions were
This year, however, in Alan Alda, Natalie Jacobson,
then sent to the Convocation order to save time, and to Paul Tsongas, and Dr. BusaCommittee. The Convoca- expedite the process, Mr. glia, a well known psycholotion Committee, which con- Deep sent out letters to gist. This list was sent tothe
sists, of eight faculty, and
seniors during the summer Convocation Committee for
administrators, and eight stu- regarding their ordering voting. Thanks to the many
dents from the junior and
See p. 13
gowns. Along with this infor-

~~---.....-~;~···~~~t;"'~1~~"'l:<1~,~~0J;~(i:;r;4~~i!!l11'1!1~~-\,f!t,314,.'iJllll1»'•t,j;1'J'ili;;i~i0'.;

·
. ··.·
·
<posea thedateon topage 2·7•
A discrepancy in the 1983- ·~nder _December 1 • thi~~ing
84 "New Dimensions" stu- it was in the correct position,
dent handbook has the because Novemberap~eared
potential of confµsing senior at the top of the page, the
students asto when theirfor- dean said. She also noted
mal degree application t~at the .mistake. was not
should be turned into. the picked up rn proofing, before
Registrars office for May gra- the handbook wa~ printed.
duation. On page 14 of the
Dean Jones said that s~e
handbookthe date printed ~as been assured by Regtsreads November 1. On page ~rar Thomas w_alsh that there
27 however, the deadline 15 no problem •f students folprinted is December 1.
lo~ the December 1 dea.dline
According to Associate printed on page 27 and they
Dean of Students Martha will not be penalized for
Jones, who is in charge of doi~g so. She did stress that
putting the handbook seniors should m~ke every
together, the discrepancy atten:ipt .to ~et their Degree
occurred in printing; She said Appllcat1on m by November
the error was very easy to 1, so that the Registrars staff
make, because of the layout can do the appropri~te
of the months at the top of paperwork for graduating
pages 3-83. The person
seniors.
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Hotline
Opens
By Bonnie Bowden
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President Rondileau and Marie Ferrante In the bear suit.
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October 27 will mark the
official opening ofJhe Consumer Hotline, .which will be
sponsored by the BSC chapter of MASSPIRG. The
Hotline, which can be utilized
by calling 697-1344, will deal
with questions on consumer
complaints and also the small
claims court. The Hotline will
b~ available to Bridgewater
arid surrounding communities, and. will be staffed five
·days a week by MASSPIRG
members. Hotline hours will
be from 11 :00-3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 6:008:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday
nights~ The consumer hotline
want to help you get ·your
money's worth.

l

Dr. Kryzanic Speaks
By Paul Foster
The first of what is hoped to
be a series of faculty lectures
was held on Tuesday,
. October 11 in the Bridgewater .Dining Room. Dr.
Michael Kryzanic of the college's political sc·ience
Department spoke before a
large audience, on the topic
of Central America and what
it means to you.
Dr. Kryzanic started the
lecture by telling the
audience what he tells his
Political Science classes,
that what Mmes out of politics has a direct affect on everyone. In tliis c,ase Central
America, specifically El Salvador, does affect us and it is
worth knowing what is going
on down there because San
Salvador, the capital of El
Salvador, .is only about 2,800

miles from Boston.
Other reasons he gave for
watching that area. include
the costs. Since 1981 the cost
for building an American
presence there has been
climbing. Presently the U.S.
is sending 300 million dollars
in economic support, while
253 million is spent on military aid. Next year 625 million dollars will be spent in El
Salvador, mainly for economic aid. When the next
elections are held in theC~n
tral American country the
U.S. will underwrite the eight
million dollar cost. Kryzanic
pointed out that with all this
money the U.S. is sending to
a country of five million people,if the money could be dis· tributed to each person, each
·would receive$12. Whatdoes
all this money mean? says
See p. 12
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Letters to the Editor
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Students, Guns, and Money
By Diane Parent
Education, especially post
high school education, is
theoretically designed to foster individual thinking and
support for new ideas. However, a bill presently before
the House of Representatives
would prohibit access to college to a portion of students
who rely on federal financial
aid. Male students not registering for the draft wou Id be
denied federal money and
thus the opportunity for a
college education. College
enrollment would then consist of the independently
wealthy and those needy students who either agree with
the government dictate or
who consciences can be buri'ed by financial. considerations.
The question is not
whether one s.hou!d support
the draft or whether war is
immoral. The question is
whether federal money for
education should be used as
10r ·enforcing an·
a
unpopular law. College students shouldn't' have to
choose between being out of
school and in the unemployment line, and the possibility
of having future history lessons in a foxhole.
Frorn its inception, the United States has been hailed as
the land of equaj opportunity
for all. Educational opportunity is a right such as "life,
liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness". Access to education shouldn't depend on
income of degree of militancy. In contrast, however,
Rep. DeFilippi....:..--the
sponsor of · th is bill--argues that education is not a
right, but a privilege, a privilege that should be earned by
registering for the draft and
so "safeguarding American
freedoms". But is registering
for the draft a legitimate way
to earn such a privilege?

means~

Could many of the signers
place more emphasis on their
checkbook balance than on
the high ideals envisioned by
legislators such as Defilippi?
Would we allow the
government to limit what is
taught in our institutions?
Would we let our government
censor unfavorable information about itself? Would we
stand to see Vietnam erased
from the history books? Separation of education and
state has been an .unwritten
tenet of American society.
Why, then, should we let the
government determine who
shall have access to college
by hiding behind the most
divisive factor in our
society--'..-money?
The whole fabric of our
society would be changed if
we allowed this type of
. govern merit interference.
This bill sponsored by DeFi-

lippi inevitably would lead to
more government control
and would result in further
segregation of the rich and
poor. Does this agree with
our basic ideal of
democracy?
Supporters of this bill
argue that draft resisters are
unpatriotic. Is it not more
patriotic to fight within our
country for what we see as
the lost ideals of democracy,
freedom of speech, and freedom of choice? Not registering for the federal draft
doesn't mean that these students don't want to wave our
American flag; it just means
that they don't want to wave it
in front of a gun.
When we pledge allegiance
to the flag we do so with the
expectation that there will be
"liberty and justice for all." A
college professor told me
that once.

·

·

S_·t·u····d· e:n-t R·i· "ht .t. 0 Trial
~

.

from the resident hall."
Surely this sentence canRights and justice go hand not mean that it is just to
in hand in America--or so throw students into the street
we've been led to believe ii) before they are tried, can it?
our life times. Schools in this Beiieve it or riot: there have
country teach that an individ- already been many incidents
ual has a right to trial and is of this unjust act.
In the majority of cases,
innocent until proven guilty.
This strain of jus~1ce. has there is a basic pattern. A stubeen violated on the campus dent is caught drinking ille""
of Bridgewater State College. gaily and is given only a few
Before the beginning of each hours notice. that he is
semester, those students expected to leave. Most are
planning to live in a,,.residence given no clue as to when their
hall receive a letter from Stu- trial will be and are forced to
dents Services. This letter wander around---staying
contains one small para- where they can for about 7 to
graph pertaining to the col- 1 O days. When the students
lege's alcohol policy. ~he finally go to, most are let back
final line reads, "Any infrac-. into their dorms and placed
tions of this policy will result on probation. For some reain immediate disciplinaly son, this plan of action
action and/or suspension
By Anne Reichert

The Comrnent
(Established 1928)

Keep the
Drinking Age at 20
By Brenda Araujo
The proposal to raise the
drinking age in Massachusetts to 21 is being considered this week. Governor
Dukakis has stated that he
would not veto the bill.
It appears that there have
been no significant changes
in the number of minors who
are able to acquire alcohol.
The drunken drivers are still
on the roads. Raising the
legal drinking age is not
going to keep minors off the
roads.
The people under 21 can
still have somebody who is of
age buy them alcohol. Once
they get the alcohol, what will
they do? Drink and drive. It
would be better if they were
allowed to go to a club, have a

few drinks, if necessary, and
dance so that when closing
time arrived, they would be
sober enough to drive home
safely.
Those who turned 20 in the
past year or will turn 20
before the end of the year
should not have their drinking privilege taken way. For
many college students, going
to a club and socializing with
their peers is just a way of
temporarily getting away
from the pressures of college. Most who are 20 or
older are mature enough to
handle such situations. Their
goal is not to drink themselves i11to oblivion and then
attempt to drive away and
endanger their own lives and
the lives of others.

Seep. 5

All's Well
Dear Editor,
· I am responding to a letter
to the editor written by
Robert Berger in the October
6 Comment. His criticisms
demand a response. Mr.
Berger states that freshmen
elections should have been
held during the last week of
September. This. is false. Last
year the Student Court in the
case of (In Re Freshman
Class Elections of 1982)
ruled that the section of the
elections code that mandates
freshmen elections be held
during the last week of September is invalid. In a well
written and well reasoned
opinion by the current Chief
Justice Patrick Menges the
court ruled that the elections
code section dealing with
freshmen elections was in
conflict with the S.G.A. constitution and therefore of no
force. The Court does not
require that the executive
branch consult it whenever
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freshmen elections· cannot
be held during the last week
of September. What the court
requires is that freshmen
elections be held in a timely
manner so as to sustain the
rights of freshmen students.
This obligation has faithfully
been observed.
Mr. Berger Ch(lrge~ thattha
executive office·. 'Cfoes not
seek the advice from knowledgeable sources .on campus. This is not true. We
continually· seek out advice
and knowledge from those
able to give it. We are not
afraid to ask questions and
have a proper respect for
those from whom we seek
advice. We are aware of our
limits and are always eager to
learn and it is this quality
which will enable us to adequately and responsibly
represent the students of
Bridgewater State College.·
Daniel Magoon
Attorney General, SGA

Tuesday:
Sports
. Entertainment.
News
Monday:
. Features
Advertisements
Wednesday
Personals.
Late News
Emergency Bulletins
Classifieds
Announcements
Cartoons
Letters to the Editor Graphics

Deadlines

Fall 1983 Publication Schedule
All of the following dates are Thursdays and are
subject to change.
Oct 20, 27, Nov 3, 10, 17, *,Dec I, 8, 15, *
* indicates a week without a paper. ·
T,;;·c~;:i~;~;·i;·~·s't~ci~'";t·;~PP·d;t~d·~~:;~;p;r~·t~d·

weekly newspaper serving the academic community of
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein
is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encouraged but may. be limited to 250
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified
advertisements and all other written materials are
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are availaContributing Writers:
Contributing 'Photographers:
ble upon request, Any person wishing to join The
Margaret Flaherty
Editor: Christopher Harwood, Ed Donahue,
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
he Managing Editor.
The Comment.
Liz Scroggs
Elizabeth Norton, Ed Santilli
Bridgewater State College,
Robert Flynn (former News Editor) for his time
*The Comment would like congratulate Janet Coffey on her new position and also thank
Bridgewater. MA 02324.
and energy for I Yi semesters. Thanks, also to Jeannie Pantanella (former Advertising Manager.:) for her work during the past 2 years.
Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 2158.
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Commentary

Announcements

Another- Side to the WBIM Story
By Jim· Magner
The hallowed walls of the
state education system loom
over me at Bridgewater State
College. A public· schooi
established by administrators whose job it is to serve
the students that come to this
institution. If you cut through
the red tape at Bridgewater
State, what you'll find won't
be a bed of roses.
I came to Bridgewater as
an individual seeking to
further my education and.
hoping to get some practical
experience in my chosen
career field for three years.
I've had my share of problems but I've managed to do
alright. Now, in my senior
year, Bridgewater is starting
to look like a monster.
On October third I was
relieved of my position at
WBIM, the college's radio
station. I've worked hard for
over three years with the staff
at WBIM in order that we
might be a ureal" radio station. A quality station where
stud~nts might learn about
broadcasting. Dr. Richard
Veno, director of the Student
Union, sees it differently. He
has thanked me for my hard
work and dedication by firing
me. Why?
What I would like to know is
whose station is it? Is it Dr.
Veno's? Or is it the students?
Since the Student Union is
funded by the students and at
the same time is supposed to
serve us, I think it's safe to say
that WBIM belongs to the students. WBI M is a student-run
radio station. So why is Dr.
Veno telling us what to do?
Dr. Veno's name appears
on WBIM's license that is on
file with the F.c.c., making
him responsible for the sta-

tion. How can Veno, with a
doctorate in psychology,
who is now an administrator
at a college, have the experience necessary to run a
radio station? He does not.
He has no knowledge of the
radio industry, yet he is now
taking the station into his
own hands and shaping it to a
form he wants. We at the station can not do anything
about it.
Dr. Veno, Linda Ragosta,
and myself have met on sev-

eral occasions and discussed
the radio station. I've found
these meetings unproductive. I've been treated like a
child, given a lot of "maybes"
and "we'll sees", slapped on
the hand, and told that I'm not
cooperating. Bullshit, if Veno
opened his mind and looked
at WBIM realistically, he
would understand. When I
was hired as Program Director, Veno was well aware of

Seep. 4

Important Women
in American History
Part XII 1971 - 1972
By Liz Scroggs

"

Masked Ball
The Senior Class at Wheaton College is sponsoring a Halloween Masked Ball on Saturday, October 29, from 9:00 p.m~ to
1:00 a.m.
Attention Campus Organizations & Clubs
A reminder to all clubs and organizations recognized for
funding by the SGA: Club budget packets may be picked up in
the Student Government office on the third floor of the Student Union between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. from Friday,·
October 21 to October 28.
History Club Meeting
The History Club meets every Thursday at 11 :00 in the
Student Organization Room, located across from the SGA on
the third floor of the student union.
Bridgewater Review
. Anyone wishing a free copy of the Bridgewater Review can
pick one up at the Social Science office on the second floor of
Tillinghast Hall.
BSC Studio Band
If you play an instrument and read music, join the BSC
studio band. Sit where famous musicians have sat! Come to
rehearsal in Tillinghast I on Tuesdays at 3:00 p.m., or contact
Prof. Gannon at X-204 i.
Freshman Center
Freshmen are reminded to make their appointmeail With
their advisors for pre-registration as well as to retqrn· their
survey questionnaires. It is important that freshmen follow the
suggested schedules for their advising sessions to avoid
unnecessary delays or disappointments. The Center is open
from 8:30 to 4:30 Monday through Friday and a staff member
will be on hand to schedule your appointment.

The National Women's Politicar Caucus was formed at a
meeting in Washington in
July on 1971 with Congresswoman Bella Abzug, Gloria
Steinem, Aileen Hernandes,
Fannie Lou Hamer, Edith Van
Horn, Liz Carpenter, Koryne
Herbal, Congresswoman
Shirley Chisholm, Brownie
Ledbetter, Betty Friedan,
Bobby Kilberg, Jo Ann
Gardner, LaDonna Harris,
and Virginia Allan among the

A preview issue of Ms.
magazine was published in
December of 1971, with Gloria Steinem as editor.
The Women's National
S.A.M.
Abortion Coalition was
The
Society
for
the
Advancement
of Man~gem~Qt (S.A.M.}
organized to work for repeal
will hold a meeting on Tuesday, October25at11:00a.m. in the
of anti-abortion laws.
The National Conference Library Lecture Hall. Anyone with an interest in business
of Puerto Rican Women was management is welcome to attend.
organized in Washington,
Equestrian Club Maradatory Meeting
with Carmen Maymi and
This coming Tuesday •. October25, th~re wifl be a mandatory
Paquito Viva taking leader- meeting of the BSC Equestrian Club. Alf members are urged
ship roles.
to attend.
*Title IV is under serious
attack from the Reagan
Bible Study

held in Reed v. Reed that an
Idaho law giving preference
to males as executors of estates was invalid under the
14th amendment. This was
the first in a series of
Supreme Court cases
expanding the application of
the 5th and 14th amendments
to sex discrimination.

only · law which protects
women from discrimination
in education.
The above information is
from The Spirit of Houston:
The First National Women's
Conference, an official
Report to the President of the
United States. March, 1978,
Washington, D.C.

ea~~ele,0~§.rsSupteme ···cbtirt• ,,. . p,~n};~~Ji~~in~~~lf~~~:§~f;tf'1''~~:i~~:~l•r;~~-~~;:.;;.:~~J~~~-~~,,~~M~~~1
out wha~ the Bible can do f~r you rn ~our fr!~· come an_d JOm
others like yourself. The Bible Studies will be held m the
Plymouth County Room, located in the Student Union across
from the Information Booth. We'll be looking forward to meeti_n_g_y_o_u_!_"-----------------Gymnastics Team Meeting
The Gymnastics Team will be holding a meeting next Tuesday, October 25, at 4:00 p.m. in the Small Gym. Anyone interested in joining the team is welcome to attend.

Bridgewater

Family Day Care

So Much For So Little

S.B. in 119 D - Can't wait to
see ya in your B~ball uniform. Good luck this season.

We're always available, we're
reasonable, and we provide
fontastic child care.

Call 697-2168
H

By Jean Prall
Have you ever tried to be
someone else? Not just
imitate someone or act like
someone, but to truly
become someone else? To
adopt another's thoughts;
his/her reactions; his/her
physical presence--how
he/she walks, how he/she
stands, how he/she gestures,
how he/she speaks; how
he/she ·feels inside and
toward others? Sound
difficult?
This is the process that
twenty-four BSC students
are now going through. On
October 27, 28, and 29 the
musical comedy Chicago will
be presented by the BSC
Ensemble Theatre. Unfortunately, very few students will
attend these performances
by their peers ... and even
fewer understand the work
that goes into such a show.
After rehearsing over
twenty hours a we.ek for five
weeks, the actor or actress
(hopefully) accomplishes

manner and style of the
each task menti.oned above.
character!
From words on a page, which
Then there is dancing to
need to be memorized (a task
in itself), the actor or actress contend with. The choreodevelops a character, or a grapher (dance instructor)
person, distinct from his/her must teach every dance-self. The actor or actress step by step--then commust learn to think and feel bine them to form a unit. This
like that character and must is practiced over and over
react to others in his/her before the music is added. At
world in an appropriate this time, each step must be
synchronized exactly to the
manner'for that character.
Each actor or actress then rhythm of the music. With
learns his/her "blocking", or this memorized, the actorswhere on stage he/she moves /dancers then sing! Thus you
and when. Sometimes this is have your musical numbers.
Now place these on stage
decided by the actor or
actress; atothertimes he/she before an intricate set, with
is instructed by the director. elaborate_ costumes, makeRegardless of from which up, ~nd lighting, and you
way it is derived, it must coin- have the total picture, which
cide with the action in the is not to be missed!! Yet it will
script. No movement is arbi- be missed by many studentstrary; all moves are . pre- .... will you be one of them?
planned and appropriate.
Tickets wlll be on sate dally
Aside from the acting, In front of the bookstore, and
music must be learned. Many at the Ensemble Theatre Box
chorus numbers are in four- Office (located In the S.U.
part harmony, each of which Auditorium foyer). Prices: All
must be learned separately members of the SSC
.and then combined. Then the communlty---$3.50; Others
songs must be sung in the --$5.00.

...

Soup
&
Sandwiches

THE
SCOOP
AT BACKROADS
Chili · 'l Days a week

Clam Chowder every Friday
Half Sandwich & Soup $2.95

Home made apple pie & chocolate laye_r cake
Bakery fresh bread
For further information give us a cnll

Open Daily ll:30 a.m.

.14 Summer Street

697-9456
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BSC Professor to Head
Spring Tour of Paris
French majors take notice!!
A one week guided tour of
Paris, France, is once again
. being offered in the spring by
Dr. Stanley Hamilton of
Bridgewater State College.
The tour will depart from
Boston on March 14 and is
being offered in affiliation
with the American Council
for International Studies,
allowing for affordable rates
and excellent guidance in
choosing tours, hotels, and
restaurants.
Dr. Hami !ton is a professor
with the Department of Foreign Languages at BSC. This
will mark the second year he

has organized the Paris trip.
"The trip to Paris enhances
what a student learns in
class," said Dr. Hamilton.
"When they are actually
placed in the Paris atmosphere, they begin to understand that French is an
ordinary language for these
people, their tool for living.
French becomes more than
an art-object that exists only
in a handsomely bound
book."
Dr. Hamilton personally
plans the itinerary for the free
days, using his past exp,eriences in Paris to provide
insight to the most thrilling

: o~

aspects of the city.
Included are tours of such
famous places as the Arc de
Triomphe, the royal palaces
of Versailles, the Louvre,
Chartres, and the Chateaux
of the Loire Valley.
Linda Adkins, a french
major who took advantage of
the 1983 trip, said that "Paris
is a gammet of emotions and
experiences, a trip that I
would recommend for everyone to experience at ieast
once!"
For more information, contact Dr. Hamilton at 6971200, extension 2285.

Thursday

Harwood has no intention of
entering tt)e broadcasting
field and works at the radio
station only to· play records
and have fun. Great, but he
should not be Program
Director. He is also involved
in many other campus organizations on campus leaving
him very little time to work at
WBIM. Running a radio station takes a lot of time which
Harwood nor Veno can give.
In the October sixth issue
of the Comment there
appeared an article about the
radio station that was vague
in? lot of places. Tl:ie first of
which was is the issue of the
music format. Larry Richardson, news director at the
radio station, was ql)otedas
saying tnaFthe sta\l(m was
playing only the music that
Magner liked. It is true that I

Menu at Tilly and the Hill

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes w/syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Vegetable Soup
Meatball Subs
Fish Square on a Bun
Cauliflower
Onion Rings

Vegetable ~oup, _
Shaken' Bake Chicken
Meatloaf w/gravy
Oven Brown Potatoes
Corn
Zuchini w/Tomato

Clam Chowder
Tuna Casserole
Grilled Cheese
French Fries
Sliced Beets

Clam Chowder
Stuffed Filet of Sole
Lasagna w/Meatsauce
Onion Rings
Spinach
Carrots

Friday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Saturday Brunch and Evening Buffet
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
ToasVbutter/jelly

Steamship Round
Seafood Newburg
Rice Piloft
Green Bean Almondine
Eclairs & Cream puffs
Asst. Salads

Minestrone Soup
Hot Pastromi on a Bun
Grilled Pepper Steak
French Fries
Peas

Sunday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Sausages
Assorted Donuts
ToasVbu1ter/jelly

Beef Noodle Soup
. Cold Cut Italian Sub
Chicken Croquettes w/
Supreme Sauce
Home Fries
Sliced Carrots

Beef Noodle Soup
· Roast Turkey w/dressing
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potato
Broccoli
Corn

I~

~ Q~'eq

Clam Chowder
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Chicken Pieces
French Fries
Sliced Carrots

Batter Fried Fish
Shaved Steak Sub
Baked Ham

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon
Assorted J)onuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Cream/Mushroom Soup
BLT Sandwich
Sloppy Joe on a Bun
Italian Green Beans

Cream/Mushroom Soup
Breaded Veal Steak w/"
Brown Sauce
Spaghetti w/Meatballs
Oven Brown Potaotes
Peas
Corn

Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Corn Chowder
Sheppard's Pie
w/gravy
Fishsticks on a Bun
Baked beans
Spinach

Corn Chowfjer
Baked Chicken
Y..lb Hamburger w./Bacon
Rice Pilaff
Cauliflower w/Pimentos
French Cut Green Beans

~ot

\~
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L--~------------------------Apartment Needed beginning January 1984, in
Bridgewater. Seeking apartment or room in house. Rent
beginning January, 1984.
Call 491-8504.
Roommate Wanted for furnished 2 bedroom cottage
w/color TV, stereo, and full
kitchen facilities. On private
lake; utilities included.
$200/month, 1h hour from
school. Call David, 295-9300
after 9:00 p.m.
Need a babysitter? Weekends day and/or nights,
some weeknights. If out of
walking distance from college, will need a ride. For
more information, leave
your name and number for
Donna at The Comment
office.

Bass guitarist and guitarist
looking for drummer, guitarist, possibly keyboardist to
reform band. We'll play anything from AC/DC to Emmy·lou Harris. Vocals nice but
not a must. Call 822-9823
after 8:00 and ask for Chris.
LOST??? The following
items are being held at the
Student Services Office: 4
jackets, several books.
Lost: Black, lightweight
jacket with zipper on left
shoulder. Lost in front of
Boyden Hall on Friday,
October 7. Reward offered.
Call Chris A., 826-2418.

like the new types of music,
but then again I like all types
of music received at the staThe Comment publishes classition, that is the responsibilty
fied ads free of charge to
of the music director. When a
members of the BSC commundisc jockey enters the on-air
ity. Submit your ad by noon on
studio, he is free to play whathe Monday of the week it is to
tever he wants, although we
run.
do try to encourage the playing of music that is new, uni85 LIBERlY ST., BROCKTON, MA 02401
588-3444
que, and original.
Richard Qubi, chief engiWHIRLPOOL - STEAM - SAUNA
neer at WBIM, was quoted as
•
SPACIOUS LOUNGE
saying "we've got it all" in the
abo~e mentioned Comment
article. But after talking to
13 CLIMATE CONTROLLED
Qubi, he told me otherwise.
COURTS
Sure he _has ordered everything, but the production
room and newsroom have yet
to be completed. We don't
have it all The station is not
operating"to itsf:\!JHestextent
so we .the students suffer
because we can't work properly and totally utilize this valuable educational tool.
Something is wrong ar:id
needs to be done. I'm a student, who I hope has some
rights. This problem lies in
the administrative system at
Bridgewater State. The radio
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED!
station is only one of the
many problems that exists.
Must have valid B.S.C. I.D
It's time to stand up and say
Non Prime Time Hours:
something so that the stuMon. - Fri. 6:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
dent's education and conSat. & Sun. 6:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m .
. earns come first.
Jhe stituation at the radio
Call for more information
station is of prime concern to
me. This is my fourth year
>Ill\ ·r
work~~g there and ..it has ~'~...l~'~S~'~...1~""\~
come .a long way. It ts pro- ~
"J
gresslng but it looks like it ~..._
":'9
• •
~
might all be for naught. I want ,.
Halloween Party at t~e Art ~u1lding October ,.
to make sure it isn't. J don't
27, at 7:30 p.m. There will be a live band, Border- 3
want my position back {(line, rock/new wave.
r
because I'm tired .of working ; $2.00 per person with costume. $3.00 without a~·
hard and then being treated .,
.
·
like an infant. If the adminiscostume. Free refreshments and a pnze for the~

Brockton
Racquetball

COLLEGE STUDENT
SPECIAL
$5 NON PRIME TIME
COURTS

th.eir~
~best

tration co. u.ld open
minds and give the students
some straight answers not ..
vague "maybes"; it could
work for all.
r

.a-

Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

~q

! Classifieds

Commentary (from p. 3) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - what I wanted to accomplish
at WBIM. Plans to construct a
new on-air studio, production studio, and a newsroom
that yet remain uncompleted.
Veno promised me that they
woutd be finished by the time
the students returned this
fall. Being there all summer I
watched as WBIM went from
a top priority to a low priority.
A student educational tool
put aside so that the administration could have new offices, wallpaper, and rugs.
·After so many promises and
setbacks, I started to complain and make some noise. I
was doing what I was hired to
do and as a result, was fired
for it.
Th~ t~mporary . Program
· Diredor' appointed by Veno
is Chris Harwood, an Aviation Science major. Chris

a~ ~

~o

-

.

costume.
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Psychology Club Happenings

•:• By· Rachel Cooper
•
:

I
;
;
•
:
:
:
:

The fall semester is swinging. Although we are up to
our heads in theories and
hypotheses, the Psychology
Club is busy planning interes.ting events.
A visit to the Brockton
Veteran's Administration
Hospital is scheduled for

Thursday, October 27. The
plans are to leave from the
college as a group at 11 :00
a.m.
We. had a great cake sale
Wednesday, th~nks, to all
those who helped and supported us. Thursday informa;,.
tive help. Industrial Personnel Concentration, Leslie
Scavo and Sue Seminario~

••

i•
••

The P$ychology Club:
meets in room 314 of the Bur-•
rill Avenue building, usually:
on the first and third Thurs-:
days of the month, at 11:00;
a.m. Watch The Commentfor •
details and check the Psy-:
chology Bulletin Board for up:
to date announcements of:
meetings and activities.
:
:

"Ii••·······································································
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Who or What will Decide
Your Career?
By Bruce Tamlyn
Who or what will decide
your career? This question
seems to have an obvious
answer, for of course you will
determine what you will do
for a career. However, is it
that simple? In some cases,
yes, and in others, no. The
pur~ose of thrs article is to
identify those influences that
may adversely affect your
career decisions, and prevent
you from freely choosing
your career. This brief look at
career direction can also
apply to choice of a college
major, as major selection has
a strong correlation to future
employment opportunities.
Who does determine your
career? Mom always thought
Dave would be a good businessman, as he was always
so good at math and figures.
Little hints she gave him from
year to year about pursuing a
career in business are
recorded on a tape in his
mind, which automatically
plays whenever he thinks
about his career direction.

Dad thought Sally would be a
good teacher, as she was
good with children and liked
them so much. Her teacher
tape plays each time she considers her career plans. Since
both Dave and Sally don't
want to disappoint their
respective parents, they
begin majoring in the subject
area their tape instructs them
to. But does Dave want to be
a businessman, and Sally a
teacher? Passi bly, but back
to our original question-who is deciding Dave's or
Sally's career?
Herman arrives at Bridgewater State College and
spends his freshman and
sophomore years completing
his General Education
Requirements. Time comes
to register for Junior year
courses and a major needs to
be declared. Herman's roommate the past two years is a
geology major who is enthusiastic about his field. Herman has heard a lot about
geology in the past two years,
and it is beginning to sound
- interestin~ to him. Herman

Drinking Age (from p. 2)

ltseemsasifmanypeople
have to lose this privilege
because of a few immature
people. If those who are fortunate to be of age would
stop to consider the consequences if they decide to purchase alcohol for a minor,

there would be fewer drinking related accidents. And if
those who are 20 did not
abuse their privilege, then
there would not be a necessity to raise the drinking age
to 21 in Massachusetts or in
ani ottier state.

asks his- roommate it he
should major in geology.
Who will decide Herman's

The Comment
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ca~~~~ry
hears that the job ******************rl
market is currently a disaster
"Sponsored by S.U.P.C.", . for the Student Union. Bus
for.teachers, but has not "An S.U.P.C. event", trips, mini courses, college
researched the latest devel- "S.U.P.C. presents ..." What bowl, games tournaments,
opments in the field of educa- is "S.U.P.C."?!
and novelty services such as
tion, which show a shortage
Perhaps the best way to Victorian Photographs and
of teachers in certain fields. explain S.U.P.C. is to tell caticaturists are all organized
Hillary is an education major what it does. S.U.P.C., the by the Educational Services
about to begin her junior Student Union Program subcommittee. Together
year. She knows she would Committee, works for you-- these subcommittees work to
really love to teach, but is the students, staff, and provide variety and quality in
concerned because there faculty of the Bridgewater the programs here at the Stuappear to be no jobs for State CollAge community. dent Union.
teachers. Hillary struggles From outdoor concerts to
A fraction of the Student
withthequestion:Woulditbe lectures, "Rockworld" Activities that all students
better to graduate in some videos, and movies to art pay goes loward providing
other major with better\ gallery exhibits and bus trips, these events. That money
employment opportunities, the Student Union Program givss S.U.P.C. the potential
or stay with elementary edu- Committee is constantly to complement your college
cation and face probable
working to bring you a wide life with entertaining, enrichu ne m ployment. What is
-::=:iety of events. Last year, ing, and unique programs.
deciding Hillary's future
S.U.P.C. presented over 200 Take advantage of it--"we do
events that included the Chi- it all for you!"
career choice?
There are no definitive
nese Magic Circus, a lecture
S.U.P.C. is here to present
answers to this question of
by novelist Kurt Vonnegut, events that you want to expe.,
who or what decides your
Jon Butcher Axis, and the rience, so give some feedcareer direction. There are
Orphan Christmas Party.
back. The Student Union
numerous influences and an
Since S.U.P.C. programs Program Committee is 24
endless number of possible
are for everyone at Bridge- students who are commuters
outcomes. It is important,
water State College, it covers and residents at Bridgewater
though, to consider carefully
different areas of interest. State College. You know us,
the influences you face
The Committee is subdivided so tell us what you want to
regarding your career
into four subcommittees, seehappenattheUnion.The
decisions.
each being responsible for Program Committee office is
Becoming more aware of
certain types of events. The on the first floor next to the
your own values, abilities,
Fine Arts subcommittee cov- Director's Office, and meet'."
and goals ·;s a first ~tep. This
ers art gallery exhibits, jazz 'ings are every Wednesday at
awareness, coupledwith curcoffeehouses, dance com- 5:30 in the Hanover Room. If
rent and accurate labor
panies, and other cultural you want to get involved,
market information, can aid
programs. Bands in ~h_e Rat appli.cations for S.U.P.C. go
you .grea~ly. if1. makif1Q your . and the ba\\room, mm\ con- . out m. Maren and the ne~

Right <from P· 2 ) _ _..._.__._.,.............__ _...,....,.._..,....,..._..~ · ··:owh""····:·'df()t'!fain··.··:·"'·l'lf55'at··;.:. yea:t··. ·•·:··e1J•fi•J 1 '1!11P!}:~~~ittt'•.~r:,,'l~l},Qtt"•··w~~~;~'14'~'!i~~;-.~~~·!,l:1f•"·1'1.1'~~~1''""1''"1";1
appears somewhat backTrue, underage drinkers
future. The Career Planning
are planned by th~ Entertarn- selected m April. .
·
wards. Is it just to hand out a were forewarned and punishand Placement Office can
ment su~co.mmittee. The
The Stude.nt Union Proq~mmun_ications subcom- gram Committee works for
assist you in this area. Feel
punishment before trial and ment is understandable, but
then revoke that punishment only when it's consistent with. free to drop in and visit the
mittee bnn~s lecture~ to th~ you--me':11bers of the B.S.C.
at the trial? Not only is this what we've been taught
office to speak with one ofthe
Student .Union and, m addt- ~ommumty and we need yo~r
inconsistent with the judicial about our rights. How was
staff We are located on the
tion, selects and schedules mput and support. This as
system in this country, it is the student body to know our
first. floor of the Student
movies in the Rat.. movie your Student ~nion, "The
unfair to those students who administration would go
Union next to the Candy
lounge and the demonstra- Best in the East .
are being put out of rooms against the grain of American
Count'er.
tion room, as well as videos
they are paying for.
democracy?

Open House at
Brockton Hospital
Men and women interested
in a challenging and rewarding career in nursing are
invited to attend an Open
House at the Brockton Hospital School of Nursing on
November 17, from 7-9 p.m.
The School, which has a
three year diploma program,
offers a wide variety of
opportunities for career
development in the field of
nursing. Because the School
is associated with_ Brockton
Hospital, students have the
chance to learn not only in
the classroom but in the hospital environment as well.
The School has an articulation program with Bridgewater State College and
students earn 38 college
·credits in sciences and liberal
arts.
According to Louise M.
. Pierson, R.N., Brockton Hospital Director of Nursing and
Nursing Education, "The
Open House will give men
and wonen interested in a
career in nursing a chance to
visit the campus and .chat
with students and faculty in
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an. informal setting. High
school seniors and graduates, as well as people' considering nursing as a career,
are invited to take a look at
the School's program and
facilities. We will be there to
help interested people
explore the opportunities
available in nursing and help
to make specific career ~
decisions."
~
Students and instructors
will be available to answer ~
questions, participate in discussions and conduct tours
of the School registrar who
can answer specific questions regarding tuition,
expenses, and financial aid
procedures. Specialty exhibits will also be displayed,
familiarizing visitors with
many aspects of nursing
including textbooks used at
the School. Information sharing sessions will also be held
at 7:30 and 8:30 p.m., and
refreshments will be served.·
For more information, call
the registrar at the Brockton
Hospital School of Nursing at
586-2600, extension 2041.
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Ski Trip to Smugglers Notch, VT.
JANUARY 8 - 13
COST: $159

*~

~

**
***

refundable :
damage deposit.) Price includes five days ~
and night lodging plus five days and night ~
lift tickets. $50 deposit due by Nov. 28th
(plus $10

*
**

More complete details at the S.U. Info
"Boo~
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Sponsored by: Student Union Program Committee
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Entertainment
Crimes Of The
-C l lMl l 1 1 CAGO- Heart And
Ensemble Theatre has
made a habit of late of takinc
on ambitious projects, an(
Chicago, the "All that Jazz.'
"Razzfe-Dazzle" musica,
comedy hit of the 197E
Broadway season by Bot
Fosse. John Kander and Fred
Ebb, may be the most ambi·
tious of all.
Under the direction o1 Dr.
Stephen M. Levine, the cast
has been in rehearsal nightly
for the last four weeks. ChiPhoto: Chris Harwood
cago will open next week,
Thursday, October 27th, and
run thru Satuday, October
29th, with the curtain at 8:00
p.m.
When it opened in June,
1975, Chicago proved to be
quite an auspicious occasion
for all involved. The songwriting team of John Kander
and Fred Ebb hadn't made a
major dent on Broadway
since 1968 with Zorba (which
has just been successfully
revived on Broadway, with
Anthony Quinn), though the
two musicals which preceeded. Zorba have since
achieved legend-status
(Flora, the Red Menace, and
Cabaret). Gwen Verdon's last
Broadway bow had been
··
''
Sweet Charity in 1966. Chita Jean Prall ('84), Dennis Lawrence Jr; ('86) and Director Or.
Stephen Levin prepare for a scene in Chicago.
Rivera. hadn't graced the
Great White Way notably
since she'd won the Tony u1rected by George Abbott exciting musical ... This is
Award in 1960 for Bye, Bye (now ninety-six, and: still a what the Broadway musical
Birdie. And choreographer- vital force in the theatre), who is all about!" And the nor/director Bob Fosse, though had given all . three their
mally reserved Elliott Norton,
he had managed to pull Pip- Broadway starts (Fosse w!th
in The Boston Herald Ameripin (1973) into respectable
1 he Pajama Game in J954, can wrote, "Big, bold and
shape, had been concentrat- and Kander & Ebb with Flora,
brilliant, brilliant, brilliant! A
ing on dtrecting films in Holthe Red Menace in 1965).
dazzling hurlyburly of show
lywood (Lenny, Sweet
One of the characters in biz at its spectacular best."
Charity, and the Oscar- the musical remarks pithily, .
Tickets for the new Ensemwinning Cabaret).
"ln this town, murder is enter- .· .bie Theatre production are
Fosse, Kander & Ebb based tainment," and that becomes on $ale now, and may be
their musical, Ch;cago on a the cue for the whole focus of .. ·reserved by calling the Box
popular s.~tirical comedy of
Chicago, as the story unrav- Office at 697-1321. Admisthe 1920's. The source mateels through a series of vaude- sion is $3.50 with 8.S.C. 1.0.,
. rial proved an interesting ville routines.
and ~.$5.00 for the General
choice, since murder had selThe critics all struggled _to Pubtic.
dom provided the plot pivot out-do each other witti,
Chicago is more than
in musical comedy, and since superlatives; CBS Radio entertainment, it's "All that
the original play had been
exclaimed. "A wonderful. Jazz!"

October
27th
28th, 29th!

left to Right: Kate Burton,· Keith Szarabajka, Laura Dean,
Mark Linn-Baker~ Albert Macklin, Ralph Bruneav.

Doonesbury
Crimes of the Heart, a play in
two acts by Beth Henley. At
The Shubert Theatre, 265
Tremont Street, Boston, MA.
Doonesbury, a new musical
comedy with book & lyrics by
Gary Trudeau; music by Elizabeth Swados; Choreogaphy by Margo Sapington;
Directed by Jacques Levy.
Pre-Broadway engagement
at The Wilbur Theatre, Tremont Street, Boston, MA.
Presented by James Walsh,
now thru October 30th.

By Matt. Peter Donoghue
BOSTON-It has been an
unusually busy fall for Boston's theatre district, no
doubt a result of the phenomanal success of the Jerry
Herman/Harvey Fierstein
musical, La Cage aux fol/es,
which tried out here this past
summer.
While Carroll O'Connor,
directing and starring in
Brothers, was not a promising beginning for this
autumn, two recent entries
along Boylston and Tremont
streets give cause for hope,
and a fair, if not always satisfying measure of entertainment.
Crimes of the Heart is a
bittersweet-comedy by Beth
Henley which, while often
very touching, and even more
often very funny, didn't seem
stuff to merit the Pulitzer
Prize for Dramatic Literature
it was awarded in 1981.
It is a play about three sisters: one, a, plain-Jane who
finally gains an identity of her
own once she realizes that
her life has a purpose beyond
taking care of her stuffy,
invalid 'grandfather; one a
once-hopeful songstress
who finds sex, and men in
general, easier than the hard
effort needed to make it; and
the other a disillusioned wife
who. f\ttempts to murder her
husband, simply because she
ca.n't stand looking at him
(but she misses, as we learn,
only shooting him in the
stomach!). Set in the South,
these characters, though too
often played broadly (i.e. stereotypically), seem fresh,
somehow or other. Much of
the credit, then, must go to
Ms. Henley, because the cast
lacks the spontaneity one
would always like to see (but
which is so often missing in
touring companies).
While Henley is clearly a
talented writer, this time out,
she doesn't rise above television situation comedy to the
level one expects of live theatre. But I should note very
carefully, if measured by
present television fare, it's a
cut above the rest.
Doonesbury, the new Elizabeth Swados/Gary Tru-

deau musical based on
Trudeau's comic strip,
breezed into the Wilbur on its
way to a date with Broadway.
A completely entertaining
musi.cal comedy, I was still
disappointed, particularly
where Mr. Trudeau's book
(p~resumably under the tutelage of director Jacques Levy)
was concerned.
Trudeau has done nothing
particularly creative in the
metamorphosis of his strip to
the terms of a musical
libretto. Annie, for whatever
its over-indulgent sentimentality, did something with the
comic strip; it became a story
about people you could care
about.
But with Doonesbury, all
Trudeau has done is erased
the border-line of the final
frame of his strip, allowing
the characters -just
incidentally- a life on-stage.
The satire is the same, and so
are the characters we've
known and laughed at, and
with for years. This musical
is little more than a minimal
extension of the comic strip,
bringing the Walden characters to the crowning moment
of their college careers:
graduation.
The show's humor is, not
surprisingly, all topical.
Which is great. But, one suspects, as in the world of the
strips, the authors will have to
update it almost daily.
Alright. The score is what
makes Doonesbury fun. Elizabeth Swados is an erudite
musician, adept at many different musical styles. She
succeeds at pastiche' and
parody, making Stephen
Sondheim her only match in
that department.
Trudeau's lyrics surprised
me;· they are always, always,
always with-it, but literate as
well. They. are hard-edged
when dealing with topical
issues, and wonderfully
human when dealing with
character. The first act ballad
(reprised effectively toward
the end of the second), "In
Just One Night," is perhaps
the first contemporary
anthem for those with the
guts to reject casual sex for
true love. It's going to be a
big hit, I think.
Doonesbury is a musical
cartoon right now, and very
entertaining; tuneful and
funny. But it could be a musi~
cal comedy, with a little work.
Its few attempts at serious
sub-plots stick out like sore
thumbs (all right folks,
want to be serious for a few
minutes here, before we get
back to Ron and Nancy and
Zonker and.... ), and its one
deliberate comedy song,
"Anoth.er Memorable Meal,"
is extraneous. The cast is
engaging, under the direction of Jacques Levy and
Margo Sappington.

we
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OPERATION: Buck A Tuck I
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.Bob Smith 'sl
Trivia
I
Tester II

I CONTEST NUMBER FOUR

I

I

RULES

I' each
1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets tol
winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres.

I 2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by noonl
j on the Wednesday following the issue date. Only one entry perl
i contestant. Comment employees are inelegible.
I
f 3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we canj
i afford, so when there are more rhan two winners we'll have at

f lottery.

i
thel-1

i 4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College Students, ' faculty and Alumni. All entries are to be submitted to
to 2p.m. A
j valid l.D. must be approved by the secretary. Theentryshoutdl
J include the answers, your name, address and telephonel
i number.
5. Winners will be notifiec! in the next issue of The Comment.I
6. Not all questions need to be answered in order to enter the
i contest and winners will be indicated by the number of correct
= answers. It is possible to only get one question right and stilli
win unless, of course, someone else does better.

1Comment Secretary between the hours of 9a.m.
...
~
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Helpful Tuckers: Denise .Rizzo and Kathy Silva entertain the
tuckee!

By Kevin Roberts
The Actual Tuck-In
Monday, October 17th
11:3J p.m.
Scott Hall.
There was a knock at my
bedroom door. Dressed in
casual blue pajamas and
equipped with my trusty
teddy bear I cautiously
opened the door. Two girls, a
blonde and a brunette wearing pajamas exclaimed, "Hi!
We're from 5th Floor Shea
and we're here to tuck- you
in!" My first tuck in, oh my! I
am instructed to remove my
shoes and get under the covers of my bed. The girls then
climbed onto my bed. The
blonde, a Miss Kathy Silva,
was on my left while the
brunette, Miss Denise Rizzo,
was seated to my right.
Tonight's story, Tweety
and, Sylvester! Both Kathy
and Denise handed me two
teddy bears and a Smurf doll.
Each girl alternated reading
the story. Both girls were very
good storytellers providing
excellent vocal qualities.
Toward the end of the story
Kathy read that Sylvester the
· cat was climbing up the
ladder to get Tweetie. "Then
Butch the bulldog came
along when he ·saw the cat,"
said Denise. "He growled and
bumped the ladder. Down
came Sylvester - bump!
bump! bump!" Then there followed three slight taps down
my right leg. Thump! Thump!
Thump! went my heart.
After the story I had the
option of a back rub. I naturally accepted. The back rubs
were done only if the girls
agreed. They did! Lying on
my stomach as the girls massaged my back I asked "How
long do these usually last?"
"As long as you want," rep-

lied Kathy. At one point during the back rub Denise
exclaimed that, "This is painful. You should be giving me
the back rub."
After a few min.ute$ l w~
told to turn over whereupon
both girls tucked me in and
gave me a kiss on the cheek.
End of report. However,
further investigation may be
required.
Background Information
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CONTEST NUMBER FOUR:

I
.
i
i 1. What do the four H's stand for in the 4H chub?h
i
i 2. What was the name of the North Korean pilot, who flies ai
i sp~ttering aircraft in attempts to bomb the 4077th M.A.S.H.I

I

~imits on the ~umber of tuck
unit but always manages to miss, in the TV series, M.A.S.H.?i
ins. No tuck-ms are allowed i 3. What was Sherlock Holmes' brother's name? (Hewassevenl
off campus, although there i years older than Sherlock in the books)
.
i
have been offers as far as !
.
.
'
Brockton.
4. What 1s the distance, in feet, between bases in baseball?

i

I

f
I

I

I
I
I
I
i
I

I
I
I

I
I ·

I

P;~~~~~~~ ,,,51,ll'#JP w;i,s t))e fi.r~,\llo~n 9j.)~r?, ~WY<>miog,~"'''I ''' ,.
all of the girls on the Fifth
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER THREE ARE:i
Floor are willing to particiSue Kerr and Richard Teague
pate because they either i
There were 4 entries last week and all entries had 4 out 51
have boyfriends, homework, ! correct amswers. The winners of the tickets were chosen b.Yi
?r just not interested in the r~ffle from the n.ames of the four winning entries. CongratulaJI
idea.
t10ns to the wmners ·and all who correctly answered the
The use of the money questions.
earned is undecided. OrigiThe answers to last week's questions are:
nally the money was planned 1. 104 floors in the Empire State Building
to refurn.ish the lounge.
2. Andrew
Two girls are sent to every
..
tuck-in for security reasons.13. Butcher, Baker, Candlestick Maker
Although the girls can kiss 4. 12 players on the field for each team
the guys, they can only do so 5 Twiggy
on the cheeks, the lips are
forbidden. Guys are not ,,;__ _ _ _,,_,_.._.,_.,_,_.,_,._,,_,_, _ _ _ _ _ ~

I
l

The 5th Floor Shea Tuck-In
{Formerly Buck-A-Tuck)
started three weeks ago at
the dorm. During an Activity
(Grievance) Committee on
the 5th floor one girl suggested an idea that she had
seen on the television show
Real People where men
to kiss back. As i
dressed in suits tucked girls allowed
Kathy Silva states, 'We_ don't 1·
into their beds and read them
have make-out sessions."
•
a goodnight story. The
President Denise Rizzo adds
Freshmar:i girls on 5th Floor that "We are doing thi$ as fun,
Shea decided they would
not to exploit ourselves."
.
dress in their pajamas and for
There are usually 5 tuck-1
a dollar read a bedtime story, ins a night, 30 aweek. Denise
tuck the person in, and give states, "It's a lot of work. ·1
them a quick peck on the . You'd be surprised." The girls I
cheek.
have the right to refuse a i
8
The Tuck-In Presidents are tuck-in, no one is forced. !
Denise Rizzo and Sue Trainer When signing up for a tuck- f
with Kathy Silva as the Vice- in, or to surprise on·e·s roomPresident. Before any actual
mate - a list is made. The
tuck-in occurred the 5th
names on the list are not j
Floor Shea Resident Advisor revealed to anyone in order
Laura Leane had to win the to avoid embarrassment. "As i
approval of all the R.A.s and
long as people want it,''. Kathy
i
get the O.K. from Housing
states, the 5th Floor Shea
't
Director Ms. Maureen Fitz- tuck-in will continue.
!
Gerald and the. housemothThe Presidents would like
ers. After everything was to give special thanks to all
approved the tuck-ins began.
the girls who have been HelpThe days for tuck-ins are ful Tuckers: Joan McGrath,
Sheri
Twas the night before Christmas .. ~"The Bridgewater
on Sundays ·through Wed:.. Cathy McGrath
Amara
Karen
M'edeiros
State.College
Student Union Program Committee is proud to
nesdays. Because of the
excessive drinking parties · Lynne McNair Janet Ander~ present the Connecticut Ballet Company in their seasonal
son, Mich 9 '11 e B yf 0 rd, production of The Nutcracker. This. event wiH be ~el~ on
there are no tuck-ins on
Thursdays through Satur- Michele Beard, Gail Winslow, S~nday, !'Jovember 20th at 8:00 p.m. m the ~SC Audrtonum.
Kathy Silva Susan Trainor Tacket prices are $5.00 for the general public, $3.00 for BSC
days. Hours for the tuck-ins
at the Hill are from 8-12:00 Denise Rizz~ Sue McClusky' students and faculty, children under 12 and senior citfzens.
p.m. and at Scott Hall from Debbie Remiiland, Karen Fla~ Don.'t miss this f.antastic opportunity. Come along with us and
get rnto the holiday season!
8-11:30 p. m. There are no herty and Jean. Egan.
...._..~.._....
...............-.c.- ·-..-·~~......._.,l ... 1- -··~.. - .. -·~......,.
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Entertainment

The Real Bond
Returns In

'Never Say Never Again'

By Kevin Roberts

Sean Connery returns in
·the role that brought him
fame as James Bond, the
British Secret Service Agent
007. in the film Never Say
Never Again.
A remake of the 1965 picture Thunderball, Never Say
Never Again is exciting and
more superior than some of
the last Bond films starring
Roger Moore.
The plot this time around
~,, involves the nasty organization S.P.E.C.T.R.E. (Special
Executive for Counterintelligence, Terrorism,
Revenge and Extortion}
threatening the world with
nuclear terrorism if their
demands are not met. James
Bond· naturally decides to
upset S.P.E.C.T.R.E.'s plans.
The beautiful but extremely naughty Fatima Blush
(played by Barbara Carrera)
is the deadliest female villian
that Bond has ever had the
pleasure to encounter.
Fatima Bf ush's pet snake,
exploding bombs and her
unpleasant habit of lusting
after someone one moment
and then ripping them apart
the next puts her in the ranks
of former foes, Oddjob and
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Jaws.
Director Irvin Kershner
combines the suspense and
character development of
From Russia With Love and
all the gadgetry, action of
Goldfinger into Never Say
Never Again.
:
The humor, evident i'n all
Bond films, is in top form.
Who else but James Bond

rights forbid the use of the
Classic spine tingling James
Bond theme by Monty Norman and other famous
trademarks.
It is interesting to see new
faces in familiar roles like
Max Von Sy°ndow as Ernst
Blofeld and Edward Fox as
"M". Klaus Maria Brandauer
makes the role of the evil

could defeat a formidable foe
in a health clinic by throwing
his own urine specimen?
There's a nice scene with
Bond dancing and playing
his way through the ultimate
video game called Domination.
·
The music is disappointing
with only the title song being
somewhat memorable. Legal

A

Rat

Movie
Review

Race
By Joe Wallace

By Robert Flynn
Thursday the 20th

Jumpin' Jack Flash, 88 Queensbury St. in the F.enway ~?s
ton, 536-2509 - Judy's Tiny Head is a midwestern band g1ying
it a go in the big city. They have a kind of layered gu1tarkeyboard rock sound. I understand they. h~ve ~ record ~ut
there somewhere. With Native Tonuge, a mm1mal 1st band with
great harmonies .. Listen for "Hoodwinked". Someone told me
··they have. two records (lp.s) out, but I haven't heard them yet.
Turtle Cafe, 1271 Cambridge St., Inman Square, 35~-859~. Steve Goodman is on the new wave of the new folk revival with
his witty tunes ... Just something differe,nt here.
·

Friday the 21st
Ed Burke's, 808 Huntington Ave., Boston, 566-9267. - High
·Times is a Rhode. 1sland R&B outfit that gives your feet no
excuse to remain stationary: A local group.worth the cover.

Sandy's Jazz Revival, 54 Cabot St., Beverly, 922-7515: Sleepy LaBeef was playing rockabily. when the Stray Cats
were· in diapers. He has a couple of fine records out on the
Rounder label. $4 cover.
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· · · saturda¥-the 22.:..
Jonathan Swift's, 30 JFK St., Cambridge, 661-9887. - Roomful of Blues - the· best thing in contemporary swing. The
played in the BSG rat last year to the thrill .of everyone there.
Great dance stuff. Their sax line-up will knock you down.

Storyvil/e, 645 Beacon St, Kenmore Square, '266-0860. Johnny Copeland with Barrence Whittfield and the Savages.
The battle of the Texas blues bands. Hot Stuff!
ff it seems like l 1ve listed lot of blues bands ifs because Pve
listed lots of blues bands. The New Wave/new music scene is
dead this week in clubland, so check out something new.

Of Unknown Origin is not
what. it claims to be. First of
all,.' Jt's not terrifying.
Second,ly, it's not about a
ghost . Thirdly, . it's not a
movie. It's funny, interesting,
foolish and nearly pre posterous. It's .~engrossing, in a
weird sort bf way, the same
way someone might be
engrossed by watching The
American Sportsman. Of
Unknown Origin is hardly a
good movie.
Wait! I'm losing you! At this
very moment you have
become Pavlov's dogs, drooling. at the very thought of
what I am about to reveal to
you. Well, Skinner fans,
you're day has come. Wake
up sports fans! Here is the
ulti mate man vs. nature
movie. What, you say, is our
human hero pitted against--a
shark? A whale? Nol The ultirnate indestruct(!bl~J»>l~ct is
.... a rat...
·
Bart Hughes (Peter Heller)
is a stuffed shirt corporate
executive. No one ever learns
.exactly what he's an Executive of but the first twenty
minutes of this movie is
engulfed in mindlessly incoherent jibberish. Heller is
much more effective with his
mouth closed than opened.
The best dialogue in the
movie is between Bart and

the R~t during the destruction of the house. Bart
exclaims to the Rat, "Look, I
don't have to put up with this
*?$%¢&!I'm a college graduate!" When the Rat is not
around, everyone is talking
about the rodent. How they
eat, mate,' who they like; I felt
like I was in a two hour episode of "Wild Kingdom".
In the previews and on the
diplay posters the viewer
sees a whol.e family. The
director must have seen
those posters too and added
a beautiful, unforgettable
wife and a cute kid who exits
after five minutes into- the
flick and then returns at the
very end. The pen truly is
mightier. The rather bleak
background to this flick is
fL'rther cheapened by an endless barage of cliches which
is as subtle as a pile driver.
Our hero in one scene is pictu red watching T.V. and
.·. quess what movie is playin,g?
No, not Moby Dick but a pombi nation of Captain Ahab and.
Wiley Coyote. Even· if you
know the ending to Of
Unknown Origin, it still is fun
to watch the brilliant corporate executive become
' obsessed and succeed in the
end in doing what the Rat set
out to do in the .first place.
The Rat destroys his house
but he was too late to ruin this
movie.

Largo a more complex, three
dimensional character.
·
As a remake, the story line
of Never Say Never Again has
been cleverly changed creating a new film. An older, wiser
Bond, Connery makes his
character more believable.
No offense to Mr. Moore but
Mr. Connery has always been
the real Bond.
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c oach T ex Biggleman 's
.
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Told by LS. Richardson, jr. and.J.K. Roberts, sr.

.We.fir~!

G UI d e T 0
F 0 0 t b a 11 F u n

•

:

r:iet Coach Tex while sitting in the stands at Swenson:

F 1eld, oemg ignorant of what the referees were really trying to signal.: ·
It was our incredible fortune to find ourselves situated next to this•
veritable Encyclopedia Britannica of football etiquette. The follew-=
ing illustrations should be cut out and brought to every Bridgewater:
Bears football game so you won't get caught with your ''pants:
down" the next time someone asks you why the referee is scratch-:
ing his nose!:
•
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6

••

:Single-Prop Airplane plummet•ting into stands.

•••
••
••

Referee has to go tink.le.

12

Time Out : Escaped convict surrendering in stands.

13

•
•••
•
Spectator needs a light.

t,_.......
.
)

~-,~

Interference : Belly dancer on
field.

Someone's stealing Referee's

.

.

Loss of appetite-Frisk conces-:
sion stand cooks.
•

20

~~-

Men's Room locked.

Someone left it i~ the locker
room.

,.. .

.

•

Quarterback can't pass sobriety

Illegal use of sea-gull.

Referee learning to walk.

test.

35

••

Delay of game: Ring around the
collar.

40

•

~

Honest, the game isn't fixed.

Referee accepti~g bribes to fix

•

•••
•••
••
•
•••
•
••
••

i
'-~JJ .
.,.iL !

~
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•

Me Referee. Me Chief.

22

Coach has dandruff.

.•
•

Buick.

.

Illegal use of Jock-strap.

•••
••
•
•••

~

Referee applaudes cheerleaders.

Referee hit by flying object.

*~:~~tt'
l£]··.

Referee's home-team losing.

~:

Referee stepped into something.

\(®j~

.

Cheerleaders roughing •
referees.

•

•
•••
•••
-:·•
•••
••
•••
•

47

Referee needs a ride home.

Stay Tuned!
By Mark Pimenta

"On
Nov.17th,
adopt
a friend
who
smokes:'

Help a friend Q!3tthrough
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. Ano that's
important~tl$.J3 good

to

friends are hard find.
And even tougher to lose.

My editor, last week, came
to me with a very important
question. The question was:
Will you have something for
the paper next week? Having
confidence in my writing
ability, I said "Sure, Chief,"
and waited for the weekend
to write my column. I sat
down at my typewriter
expecting the words to flow
from my head to my hands
and on to the paper. Wrong. I
could not do a review column
this week because· 1 didn't
watch any of the new shows. I
had expected to do a nostalgia column but couldn't think
of something. So, I went over
to my book shelf and brought
out all .my books that were on
and about some of the people
in them. So, I bet you cannot
figure, out where th'isJs f'ea't:i:~
ing us. That's righC. ... IT'S
QUIZ TIME.

1) In 1964, Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea, a show
about the crew of a futuristic
I
submari_ne, premiered on
f AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY"
ABC. What was the name of
t1'e submarine?
2) The Avengers was a
.....,._ __.._ _ _ _ _ _ ___, · show about the aventures of
John Steed, a British secret
agent. John Steed had three

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
.SMOKE.OUT

partners over the course of
the series. Name the three
ladies (Character or real
names) in John Steed's life?
3) Who was the star of
the 1960 television show Bat
Masterson?
4) Who composed the
theme to the show Mission
Impossible?
5) What 1965 show
revolved around a woman
reincarnated into a 1928 car?
6) What 1969 show was
loosely based on the works of
James Thurber and who
starred in this show?
7) In the 1957 series Maverick the writers introduced
Maverick's English Gousin,
Beauregard, after contractual disputes with James
Garner in J960. Who played
Beauregard?
8) Who composed the
theme for the 1966 show Star
· Trek? . ·,
., ·,
9) Everybody knows the
custom car cal led the Batmobfle created for the 1966
show Batman. But, not many
know what the car was originally before its rebirth. What
was _the name of the original
car?
10) What was the name
of the 1965 T.V. series starring ·William Shatner as a
New York City assistant
D.A.?
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CALENDAR
HOMECOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY, OCT~20th
Back Street Rockers perform in the S.U. Ballroom from 812a.m.--King and Queen crowned.
FRIDAY, OCT.21st
*Loose Caboose in the S.U. Ballroom, 8""12a.m. AH ages welcome! Full liquor bar--must show proper l.D. Celebrate Homecoming with danceable reggae music! Tickets evailable at the
S.U. Info Booth--.$2.50 w/B.S.C. l.D.
Cheerleading Rally at 7p.m. with bonfire on the softball field.
SATURDAY, OCT.22nd
·
*In t~.e RAT comei;Jt¥~il~,Geisl~r-,will_ perform _from 8-9:30.
He will be fE>llowed by the well-known Boston band--T.he New
Models from 9:30--Midnight. This event is SOLD OUT.
COMING UP
THURSDAY, OCT.28th
*Pumpkin Carving Contest in the S.U. Foyer(ground floor) at
11 :00. Detai Is at Info Booth. Prizes awarded for best pumpkin.
FRIDAY, OCT.29th
*Halloween Costume Party in the S.U. Ballroom from 8-12a.m. featuring The Feds. Prizes will be awarded for best
costumes. Tick~ts available at S.U. Info Booth. $2.50 in
advance--$3.00 on day of the dance .
*These events are sponsored by the Student Union Program
Committee.
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A Listener's Guide to Radio Stations
By Peter George
A listener's guide to radio stations? Indeed! Boston is a
very unique radio market
with programming to suit
every taste. Well, almost
every taste. We'll go up the
FM dial, 88.1 to 107.9 to see
just what lurks out there.
Mind you, the synopsis I'm
about to give is based solely
upon my own opinions. After
reading my comments in
regards to these radio stations, try them. out yourself.
You be the judge.
First, let's take a look into
that little-known area of the
FM dial Known as the educa~
tional band. Yes, there is life
before 92. Here's proof:
88.1 - WMBR (200· watts)
Cambridge
The pride of MIT, and with
good reason. Despite its
puny signal, MBA really is a
treat. Like any college FM
station, it offers a varied format of music (classical, reggae, funk, punk, rock, etc.) Its
sports coverage is tops. Its

news and public affairs are
excellent. It's well worth the
investment of a good FM
antenna.
88.9 - WERS (900 watts,stereo) Boston
WERS has to rate as one of
the finest college radio stations around. For the punker
in you, try the "Niteclub",
weeknights at midnight. In
addition, ERS programs a
great deal of good classical,
jazz, and reggae music during the daylight hours. One
program I particularly like is
the Sunday night oldies
show. These Emerson College students really have
their act together.
89.7 WGBH (100,000
watts, stereo) Boston
Like its television counterpart, WGBH Channel 2, "FM
90" may at times be a bit
snobby, stuffy, and arrogant.
But on the other hand, you
must have. respect for this
station. It was Boston's first
public radio station, first
coming on the air in 1947. If
news is your thing, try "All

Things Considered" at 5:00
p.m. from NPR (National
Public Radio) via satellite.
Also give a listen to some of
the fine blocks of classical
and jazz shows throughout
the day. But do be
forewarned.
90.3 - WZBC (1,000 watts,
stereo) Newton
24 hours of punk and roll to
stimulate your soul, or what's
left of it. ZBC is an extremely
narrowly programmed radio
station, but if punk is your
thing, it's tops.
90.9 - WBUR (50,000 watts,
stereo) Boston
Once truly a real college
station, WBUR has stagnated
over the years. No college
student announcers here. It's
now run totally by professionals. Unfortunately, the
professionalism is not to
BUR's benefit. It's boring,
boring, boring - - just like
its owner, Boston University.

zzzzzzzzzzz.
91.1 -

WUSM (1200 watts,

stereo) North Dartmouth
Ultra, ultra progressive.

Ultra, ultra signal. Ultra, ultra stereo) Brookline-Boston
Let's play musical chaos
stuffy: Take that, SMU.
91.5 -WBIM (180 watts,ste- with formats, OK? One year
ago it was heavy metal. Six
reo) Bridgewater
I know, I know what you··re months ago it was. New Wave
thinking. Being an employee Progressive. Now here in
of BIM, I'm biased. All I can October it's country. Next?
say is... try it! Nice stereo.
93.3 - WSNE (50,000 v.catts,
And last, but definitely not stereo) Taunton-Providence
Easy listening, "Sunny 93"
least ....
91.9 - WUMB (200 watts, - not bad. It would be even
better without all that Barry
stereo) Boston
. Public Access gold mine. Mani low.
Name a public interest group, 93.7 - WCGY (50,000 watts,
and WUMB will have a show stereo) Lawrence
tailored to its needs. Power to
I personally love this station. It's a rare privilege to
ya, U Mass Boston.
Now comes the fun part of find all oldies aJ/the time. Try
the dial, the commercial band Saturdays at 6:00 for "Little
(92.1 - 107.9). This is the Walter's Time Machine" and
part of the dial you're most at midnight beware of the
crazy antics of "Little Doufamiliar with. Here we go ....
92.3 - WPRO (50,000 watts, gie's Time Warp. Love that
station, yeah!
stereo} Providence
"PRO-FM" is your typical 94.1 - WHJY (50,000 watts,
top 40 screamer FM station, stereo) Providence
I like a good joke somelocated inside a big echo
chamber. One redeeming times, like anyone else. But in
factor is Wolfman Jack on this case, I'll make an excepSaturday nights at 7:00. tion. Avoid. A COZ clone,
clone, clone, clone ...
Awoooooooo!!
92.9 - WBOS (50,000 watts,
j continued on p. 11

YOU'VE GOT TO PLAY
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By Christiana Reordan

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING .
There are opportunities in
a variety of ruearch and
development projects
ranging from individual
·equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, mini·
computers and computer
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industrial
and ac<1demic worlds.
Facilities for enginesring
analy,is and clesign
automation are among the
bast available.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

LINGUISTS-

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

~_t NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world ·
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and
graphics.

NSA offers a wide range
of d1allengins~.assignments
f!$r Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian language majors
involving translation,
tronscription and anolysis/
reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
in their primary language(s)
and con plan on many
years of continued
profeuionol growth.

NSA oHers 'a salary and
benefit program that's
truly competiti'(e with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those .who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportunities
are just minutes oway
from NSA's convenient
suburban locotion.

MATHEMATICS
You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying
cfvariety of mathernaticol
disciplines. Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelateci problems,
performing long-range
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
fer communications
HCUrity.

On campus recruiting
October 25, 1983.

An Update On
Russian Club

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office. For
additional information
on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.

Recently, many students and faculty colleagues came to me to inquire about study
trips to the USSR/Eastern Europe and Russian
study abroad. As treasljrer of my professiol'"!al
Russian organization AATSEEL, I have just
received new information about the above topics. I will make my collected material available
during our next Russian Club program on
Tuesday, October 25 at 11 :00 in the Hanover
Room of the Student Union. Slides of our Russian trip will be shown and plans for a Russian
Banquet with the Russian Society of Boston
will be finalized.
It might be of interest to many to hear about
the Fifth International Olympiada (Russian
Linguistic Olympic Games) in 1984. Right now
· all US states with Russian programs take part
in preliminary contests that will select the
· seven best high school students who will go to.
Moscow with their teachers to compete in a
worldwide Russian language contest. Massachusetts has already produced a gold and
silver medal winner. The final test usually are at
Harvard University. Perhaps we can watch the ,
proceedings. Armen Dedekian is one of the
testers and will be our club speaker soon on
this and other Soviet sports.

Forensic Society
The Foresnsic Society is B.S.C.'s own
speech and debate club ready and waiting for
you to take advantage of the oppurtunity to
gain -valuable speaking experience. Forensics
offers people the forum to participate in intercollegiate debate and in.dividual events speaking. The team travels to different colleges,
some local and places as far as Colorado. The
team is a student run organization under the
guide of Professor Susan J. Miskelly. Students
can feel free to sign up for as many tournaments f;iS they wish and if 60 hours of time is
accumulated then a credit can be given. Come
and see what it's all about.
Every major needs speaking experience to
compete in today's job market. Do yourself a
favor and come to a meeting any Tuesday and
Thursday 11 :00 in the office from the Comm.
Office. _Any messages can be left in the Forensic mailbox in the Comm. office or Prof. Miskelly is avaiable Mon: 2:00, Tues: 10:45-12:00.
Wed: 1:00 - 3:00, Thurs: 10:45 - 12:00.
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Scholarship Fundraiser
Successful

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO BE
A DISC JOCKEY?

By Kevin Roberts

WBIM

The Communication Disorder Club, a chapter of the
National Student Speech
Language and Hearing Assois looking for students interested in radio station
ciation(N.S.S.L.H.A.) is curprogramming in the following areas:
rently raising money for a
scholarship.
Qualifications for the scholarship require that the perJAZZ
son be a Communications
CLASSICAL
Disorder Major with at least
15
credits already in their
BLUES
department at Bridgewater
REGGAE
State. The applicant must
have a cumulative average of
1
3.0 or higher and be returning
1
If interested, please leave your name and phone number at the l
as a fu 11-ti me undergraduate
1
a
student. Deadline for appli1
Student Union Info Booth anytime!
c.ations will be Apri 115, 1984.
t The scholarship will be
l

Listener's Guide

(from p.

The Comment

awarded on Honor's Day
sometime in May. For further
information, contact Marie
Ferrante, President of the
Communications Disorder
Club or leave a note on the
N.S.S.L.H.A.'s mailbox in the
Communication's office.
Already $183.15 has been
accumulated through bake
sales and a photo session at
the Friends of Bridgewater
Fair. Club members took
turns wearing the B.S.C. Bear
outfit and charged two dollars for the person{including
President Rondileau) to pose
v.;ith the cuddly creature.
Future Fund raising plans
include a Santa Claus photo
session this coming winter.
The amount of money

coming in will determine the
number of scholarships
available. Ms. Ferrante, however, is optimistic that there
will be enough money for at
least one tution.
Bridgewater and Worcester are the only two state colleges offering Communication Disorders as a major.
Currently there are 40
members in the club and its
advisor is Professor Joanne
Wuschke. The club plans to
have guest lecturers, participate in the Homecoming
Parade, and travel to the
National Convention held in
Cincinati. Anyone intersted
in joining the club are free to
attend the meetings.

•
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94.5 - WCOZ (50,000 watts,
stereo) Boston
941h COZ used to be the
number one "Kick ass rock &
rol I station" three years ago.
But as we close out 1983, I
guess it kicked its ass down
to number 13. How unlucky!
Not much happening
upstairs!
95.3 - WHRB (3,000 watts,
stereo) Boston
Another gem from Cambridge. All I can say is
"classy". Name your brand of
music, they've got you
covered~ H.arvard Ur:iiversity.
95.5 - WBRU (50,000 watts,
stereo) Providence
Sister station to HRB,
WBRU at Brown University is
"classy" too. Great rock and
jazz format with people who
know their stuff. A must listen
to station.
95.9 - WATD (3,000 watts,
stereo) Marshfield
Next.. .....
96.9 - WJIB (50,000 watts,
stereo) Boston
Dentist music, all day and
all night. But it did make
number 7 in the last ratings
book - impressive. "Dingding".
98.1 - WMYS (50,000 .watts,
stereo) New Bedford
Go anywhere in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, or New
Hampshire and you'll never
lose this one! Soft-rock, well
programmed.
98.5 - WROR (40,000 watts,
stereo) Boston
A recent returnee to AdultContem porary after an
unsuccessful attempt at Top
40. Too much, too little .... too
late. One untarnished product is Joe Martelle's Saturday Night at the Oldies from
7:00 to midnight, a great
oldies show.
99.1 - WPLM (50,000 watts,
stereo) Plymouth
Big bands. Boston Bruins
and Red Sox.
99.5 - WSSH (50,000 watts,
stereo) Lowell
What a change of character
for 11 Wish - 99.5 FM"! No
more Mantovanni, it's Soft
Rock now. Very soft!!
100.7 ~ WHUE (50,000watts,
stereo) Boston
Beautiful music for whom?
Not me.
101..5-: WLKW (50,000 watts,

stereo) Providence
If you thought HUE was
enough, try LKW. ZZZZZ

zzz.

102.5 - WCRB (50,000 watts,
stereo) Boston-Waltham
A very highly respected, all
classical music station with
one of the cleanest sounding
transmitters I've every heard.
There is a weekly jazz show
Saturdays at midnight called
"The Grotto". Try it, you'll
like it.
103.3-WHTT {50,000watts,
stereo) Boston
d.b.a ...-;- WEEI FM (1948~
1983). Boy, do I miss it.Music
to set your watch by ... hour
after hour after hour, etc.
What is the attraction to HTT,
anyway? Beats me.

104.1-WBCN (50,000watts,
stereo) Boston
Wicked good rock and roll.
That says it all.
104.7 ~ WKPE (50,000 watts,
stereo) Orleans
No, it's not .WKZE anymore, it's "Cape 104" WKPE.
Different call· letters, same
format.. .. a Cape Cod success
story. Adult-Contemporary.
105.1 - WPJB (50,000 watts,
stereo) Providence
The late great "JB 105"
now suffers from an overdose
·of valium--no life. Forget ·
what you may remember
about JB 105 (Rhode Island's
success story of '76), it's now
mellow, but too mellow for
my taste. Rigor mortis is setting in.
105.7 -WVBF (50,000 watts,
stereo) Framingham-Boston
WVBF has seen better
days. Gone are Ron Robin,
Charlie Kendall, Magic
Christian, and, of course, the
late great Bud Ballou. Until
1980, WVBF used to be a top
rocker. Today, it is boring,
automated nonsense. It just
goes to show you what can
happen whe.n you tinker with
success. Who ate Loren &
Wally?
106.1 WCOD (50,000
watts, stereo) Hyannis
So what! Another tinkeredwith success story:--BORING!!

watch out for "Bedtime
Magic" at 10:00 p.m. While it
is intended as a mild sleeping
aid, use caution while driving, because it works there
too---trust me.
107.3 -WAAF (37,000 watts,
stereo) Worcester
Crank it up? Not on your
life. Until AAF started tainting
its format with consultants, it
was a top notch rocker with a
monster signal to back it up.
The station has the mentality
of a turnip. Like HJY, it
suffers from COZ-one-.itis--overdose of cue cards.

101.9 ~wxks (2'1;ooo'watts,

stereo) Medford-Boston
Remarkable! Dale Dorman
still lives or at least gives us
that impression. It's Top 40
with emphasis on R&B. KISS
108 has longevity, and is
HTT's main rival. Unlike HTT
(Hit radio 103 FM) KISS

announcers have brains ana
wit. (Except, of course, Matt
Siegel "Matty in the
morning").
Well, there you have it. A
complete primer to Boston
market FM radio. I have not
mentioned AM radio because
it has finally fallenprey to the
vast wasteland of Talk, Talk,
and more Tai k. However,
with the new technology of
AM stereo just coming out,
this may change. There is
one notable exception to the
wasteland of Talkradio. WLS
(890) Chicago is still a bi9
rocker. I stm listen to LS at
night with its monster 50,000
watt signal. This station is
heard in 48 states of the U.S.
and in parts qf Canada and
Mexico. Longmay it reign!
Radio is there for the taking, but the pickins are sure
getting slim.

Don't
Forget
Homecoming
Saturday &
Sunday
Oct. 22.& 23
See You there!

STRAWBERRY BANKE
DAY TRIP
To Portsmouth,
New

Hamp~hire

DATE: October 30, 1983 (Sunday)
DEPABTURE TIME: Approximately 7:30 a.m.
COST: $3.30 (admission)
For More Information
Attend meetings held every Thursday
For time and place, see this week's announcements

106.7-WMJX (18,000watts,
stereo) Boston
Magic 106 .is a highly
appealing radio station with a
well rounded format. But

Sponsored by the History Club
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Newspapers Offer 50 Summer Editing Jobs
The Dow Jones News- editing at a newspaper or
Applications available on which provides the major publishes 20 daily communpaper Fund is now taking news service. Scholarship to
Sept. 1; deadline for submit- financing for The Dow Jones tiy newspapers. Richard D.
applications for its summer apply toward graduate gradting applications is Thanks- Newspaper Fund, publishes Irwin, Inc., a wholly owned
'84 intern programs for col- uate school, for those stugiving Day. We award about the The Wall Street Journal, subsidiary, publishes college
lege students. The News- dents who decide to continue
40 scholarships a year.
Barron's magazine, domestic text and professioal books.
paper Editing Intern Program their education. Applications
The Dow Jones News- and overseas newswires, a
Other news organizations
For College Juniors - appli- available on Dec 1. The deadpaper Fund also offers fel- computerized news retrieval and companies across the
cations must be in by line for submitting applicalowships and awards for high service, The Asian Wall nation provide additional
Thanksgiving(11-24-83). Mi- tions is March 1. We award
school newspaper advisors,
Street Journal, The Wall finacial support for the Dow
nority Editing Intern Program about 10 scholarships a year.
Urban Journalism Work- Street Journal/Europe, The Jones Newspaper Fund.
For College Seniors - appliNewspaper Editing Intern
shops for minority high
National Business and More than 40 newspapers
cation available Dec 1 - Feb Program For College Juniors
school students and a related
Employment Weekly and and news services hire
1,due March 1, 1984.
- $700 scholarship and a paid
program, the Urban Writing
radio and TV news reports. interns selected by the Fund
The Dow Jones News- summer job copy editing at a_ Competion.
Ottaway Newspapers, Inc., a and support the two intern
paper Fund's intern pro- newspaper or ·news service.
Dow Jones and Co., Inc., wholly owned subsidiary, programs with grants.
grams are becoming a ... 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mmmmm111111111111111111m11111111111111m1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111111111111111111111u1111mu111111mum11111111111i111m11m111111111111111
significant source of the
nation's newspaper editing
Kryzanic (from p. 1) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - talent. Since 1968, nearly 700
Two other reasons Kry- port Communism. The Carristudents have held summer
Kryzanic. It means a commit- situation will not occur.
copy desk jobs through the
ment by the U.S. so that El
When the turmoil of Cen- zanic gave to be concerned bean Basin, which has been a
Editing Intern Program and
Salvador stays on our side. Is tral America is talked about in about the situation in El Sal- prime trading area with
almost 75% of these former _ it worth it? asked Kryzanic.
the Reagan Administration, vador are the security of our important shipping lanes for
interns now work as editors ~ The number of American the threat on Communist borders and the United the U.S., could also face a
and reporters fornewspapers § personnel is continuosly expansion in the world is States' position in the west- threat of Communism interor news services. More than
increasing in Central Amer- brought out. Our President is ern hemisphere. Since the ference. These examples
65% of the participants in the § ica. President Reagan has convinced that the Commu- birth of the United States, it show that the U.S. does not
Minority Intern Program, ~ limited the number of military nists are trying to spread has always had secured have the enormous power it
begun in 1979,are now either § a(visors, first put there by Communism on our hemis- borders, with a few battles once had over the Western
working for newspapers or
President Jimmy Carter, to phere, says the political along the Mexican border. Hemisphere. What should be
still pursuing their education. § 55. These advisors cannot science professor. Stopping We have been free of the done? said Kryzanic. Should
Newspapers like the the § engage in combat. Reagan this disease may mean armed threats of troubled invasions. we continue with Reagan's
program because it gives 5 has sent 25 more doctors, intervention. Critics say The fighting in Central Amer- plan for military intervention
them a chance to assess the § nurses and technicians to problems in El Salvador are ica could create instability or should we co-exist with
copy editing abilities of these § assist the Salvador people from poverty stricken people along America's southern these countries?
The lecture stressed the
students over the span of a 5 with medical needs. Green who are rebelling against a
border. Kryzanic stated that a
summer, without any com- ~ Berets, numbering .about government that is corrupt domino effect could be point that everyone should
mitment to hire them for their 5 100, are stationed in Horidu- and lacks reforms to improve created by civil war causing be aware of what is going on
regular staff. Students realize i ras, while over 500 Salvado- living conditions. Negotia- one country to fall after in Central America, and to
that the internship offers § rans are receiving military tions should be a means of another, threatening Mexico shape your own opinion on it,
them a chance to sharpen § training in the United States. trying to end the war, states and creating a tidal wave of because; says Kryzanic, it
theii- editing abilities and ; As rebels and Salvadoran ·some critics, not more more illegal immigrants crossing will affect everyone here
acquire. the working expe-. i troops battle each other on military \nterveBtiorj.
our country's s.o.uthern somehwere. It is absolutely
rience editors like to see on - land, U.S. battleships lurk off
Everyone's views in Cenborder. Again Kryzanic essential.
The Student Union Projob applications.
the coast of El Salvador. The tral America can be very doesn't think this will
Applications for scholarU.S. commitment is not very .important, says Kryzanic,
happen, and also notes that gram Committee sponsored
ships are available from the
large at this time, but it has because it could affect the the public will not be recep- this faculty lecture and hopes
Dow Jones Newspaper Fund
the potential to. increase into way you vote in the presidt?_n-· tive to tired and hun.gryimmi- to sponsor one each month
and in the Career Planning &
billions of dollars and more tial election next year. How grants like it was in the early for the rest of this year. ComPlacement Office. Students ... men.
will you view Reagan's Anti- 1900's. This , says Kryzanic, mittee member Jean Skininterested in applying for the
Kryzanic noted that El Sal- Communist stance on the is itself reflected in Reagen's nion noted that she was very
Fund's intern programs
vadorhassomesimilaritiesto Democrats more friendly ties speeches on Central happy with the response to
this lecture because it was
should apply to Thomas E.
Vietnam. Again, like Vietnam, with the Central American America.
Engleman, Executive Directhe U.S. is· interfering with Countries, with a cut in milThe final concern Kryzanic more than the S.U.P.C. had
ter, The Dow J'ones Newssomeone else's war. He said itary spending?
shared with the audience is anticipated.
paper Fund, lnc.,P.O. Box
that the U.S. stated that El
Our record in Central
where the United States
300, Princeton, N.J. 08540.
Salvador is not going to be Ameri~a has not been a very
stands in the western hemisTelephone: (609) 452-2820. § another Vietnam, though good·one~The U.S. has many
phere at this time. Several :
Minority Editing Intern ~ 70% of tha public believe it times,Jgnored human rights
countries such as Cuba, •
HOUSECLEANING :
Prag.ram For College§ will. Kryzanichopesthepolit- and supported corrupt leadNicoragua and Grenada have •
- Seniors- $1,000 scholarship§ ical experts are correct in ers because they are our
all seen governments fall into
the hands of those th~t sup- • Do you like to clean house?
and a paid summer job copy ~ stating that a Vietnam-like friends Kryzanic said.
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D~A'ftS MAI(~ES M.ORE
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HAL IWlW I
DECISIONS IN ONE HOUR THAN MOST RECENT :
i
COLl.ECiE GRADS MAKE ALL DAY.
L.::::;:::::..J
11

Then why not get paid for it/

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•....i
. •. •

Flexible hours/$5 per hr.
Car required
5 3 294
Call B - o/Anytime

If you'd like to step out of col,
lege and into a job with responsibility,
do what Hal Davis did. Step into
Army ROfCnow.
And begin your future as an
officer.

'Tm a cavalry platoon leader,
in charge of 43 men:· says Hal. 'Tm
responsible for.their education, their
training, their well,being. So you can
bet I'm making rapid-fire decisions
all day. Decisions that have an impact
on people's lives."
Army Rare is a great way
to prepare for being an Army officer.
Rare helps you develop discipline
of mind and spirit. As well as yoµr
ability to make decisions under
pressure.
'·,, ·
Taking Army ROTC pays off
in other ways. Like financial assistance
-upto $1,000 a year for your last
two years ofROTC. You could also
win an ROTC scholarship, as Hal
did. Each scholarship covers tuition,
books, and more.

Stonehill College
Captain Dave Brown
Room 201
Cafeteria Building
Phone: 238-1081 ext-365

•••••
Seniors

Two Important
Test Dates
Foreign Service Exam
Application Deadline: /
October 21, 1983
Exam Date:
December 3, 1983
National Security
Agency (NSA)
I

2nd Lt. Hal Davis was an industrial management
major at the University of Tennessee and a
memberofArmy ROTC.

ARMY ROTC.
BE .Al LYOU CAN BE.

Application Deadline:
October 22, 1983
Exam Date:
November 12, 1983
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An Open Letter to
Students Concerned
About Nuclear War
As you may know, only
three months remain before
the first of 572 cruise and
Pershing 2 missiles are
deployed in Europe. This
new step in the arms race has
been met with intense resistance from millions of Europeans afraid of seeing their
homelands turned into a
nuclear battlefield. They
have also met with opposition from eleven former
NATO generals and a score
of arms control experts who
see these extremely fast,
accurate, and deadly weapons as a destabilizing force
in the current balance of
terror.
It is no exaggeration to say
that the risk of nuclear war
will increase one hundredfold if these weapons are
deployed, whether you consider the increased likelihood
of an accidental exchange,
possible Soviet responses to
the deployment, or the
heightening of tension in
East-West relations. Pershing 2 missiles will be capable
of reaching Soviet targets in
less than 10 minutes, putting
a "hair trigger" on the European arsenals. Cruise missiles are so small as to make
verification of a Nuclear
Freeze virtually impossible.
For· people concerned about
the danger of nuclear war,··
these considerations have
amounted to one dictum: We
must stop the cruise and
Pershing 2.
The peace movement in
Europe has cal led for international resistance to the
deployment, and has designated the final week in
October as days of demon. strations and direct actions.
Here in New England, more
than 50 disarmament groups
have joined forces in a coalition, the New England Campaign to Stop the Euromissiles.
We, in turn, are calling
upon students throughout
the area to lend their support
to the effort to stop the cruise

~

BRIDGEWATER
ARTS REVIEW

and Pershing 2. Please join
us in a march through Cambridge and Boston on Sunday, October23, beginning at
Sennott Park {corner of
Broadway and Prospect in
Cambridge) at 10:30a.m. The
march will pass Draper labs,
makers of cruise and Pershing components, and proceed to Boston Common for
a rally beginning at 1:00 p.m.
Speaking out against the
Euromissiles will be: community activist Abbie Hoffman; Randy Kehler, National
Coordinator of the Nuclear
Weapons Freeze Campaign;
CUNY Professor Barry Commoner; poet Grace Paley;
former NATO general Nino
Pasti; Representative Saundra Graham, chairperson of
the Massachusetts Twentieth
Anniversary Mobilization;
Sylvia Kleinman, National
Grey Panthers UN representative; and performers Holly
1k
Near, John Hall, Odetta, and
Paul Winter.
There are many ways you
(fromp.1)------(from p~- 1) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - can have an impact on this
. student~, faculty member~, finishing touched to a most
Bonnie
also
stated
"I'm
really
issue. Organize campus .
and administrators who work joyous and memorable event
psyched."
groups to bring their voice to
so hard each year to find just such as the Commencement
Bonnie
explains
that
if
she
the march and rally, particithe right speaker to add the Exercises.
wins she wishes to fight the
pate in a legal vigil or nonpredudices which have
violent civil disobedience at
·plagued the competition
the AVCO Systems Division
since its existance. In the
on Monday, October 24,
past only m.en have, been pervolunteer at the Campaig.n
.
'
rrtitted . to· -'Compete ··ln ·the
Fred Viliarips Studios ·
headquarters by calling (617)
World Championships that
492-6446, or cal I Senator
are held in Hawaii everyyear.
of Self Defense
Kennedy's office at (617)
Despite the outcome of the
223-2826 and ask that he lend
COLLEGE STUDENT SPECIAL
upcoming Nationals, Bridge~
the same energetic leaderwater
is
still
proud
of
Bonnie
enroll in October for
ship to stopping the greatest
Gordon. We are sure that she
threat to a Nuclear Freeze
only $8.00/wk. with BSC I.D.
will be capable of maintainthat he applied to the Freeze
341
Broad
St.
(Rt
18) after McDona/ds ,. ·Bridgewater
697 -2996
ing her current title. Good
itself.
luck Bonnie!
All across Europe, the US,
and Canada, people who are
~......._.._.._....,.....__..._ ........_.,,_,._.,.,,_...._..._._,,_,,,.._.._..........._._..._.,,__._,,.._.._.
..-........ _,~
giving peace a chance are
~
preparing to let policymakers know that we will not
be silent in the face of !?reparations for nuclear war. All
that message needs is
enough people to carry it.
Brian Fitzgerald
The New England Campaign
to Stop the Euromlsslles

needs your contributions

Poetry

Photos

,~= = =

i

I
I
=

Short Stories

Black and White
Drawings
Ink Washes

Our office is located in the Student Media Center
(n~t to the bookstore). Contributions may be
dropped off here, or at our mailbox at the S. U. Info
Booth. Our meetings are held on Tuesdays at
11:15am.
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§
This Fall, there are 3 organizations recruiting graduating i

Tuesday, Oct: 25

•

The next issue of the
Bridgewater Arts
Reuiewwillbeaone
hundred .page book
~ with a full color front
cover. Inside. will be
poetry, fiction, and
~ art work from
i talented students of
~ the BSC campus.

National Security Agency
(All majors)

Wednesday, Nov. 9

~~·~aj!~:ail

Prose

We also have openings on the staff

§ B.S.C. seniors.for full time professional positions. Seniors 5
§ must sign up for% hour interviews at least 1week before the§
§ campus visit. Literature on the o·rganizations is available for i
i review in the Career Planning & Placement Office.
§
§ Detai Is are:
i

I

~

BE A PUBLISHED ARTIST
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§
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MGT. Trainees

Sign up as soon as possible
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Field Hockey Seeks National Ranking
doesn't tell the difference.
BSC outshot Fitchburg 20-2,
but according to head coach
The Bridgewater- State
Mary Lou Thima·s, "we werBears women's field hockey en't following the ball to the
goal. We had the shots, but
team has a good shot at finding itself Jn the .Divis,ion Ill
we didn't have any one there
National Rankings this week for the rebounds." The lone
after four impressive wins.
Bridgewater goal was scored
The, squad is currently by Davis on an assist from
ranked 6th in· the New EngLaurie O'Connell.
They land Division Ill poll, but is had the same problems two
certainly heading upwards,
days earlier against Worcester, getting 24, shots but
helped by a strong 1-0 win
over rival Plymouth St. on only capitalizing 'on two.
Tuesday. The 'win pushed , Soufy scored from O'ConBSC's season record to 9-2- nell and Karen Frededrico
scored the other in the 2-0
3.
On October 15, the ladies win.
Bridgewater's second loss
totally dominated As~ump
of the season came back on
tion College, 6utshooting
October 8, against Bentley,
them 18-4, and outscoring
them 6-1. Dot Soufy and Mar- 1-0.
October 6th, BSC played
cia Good both had two goals,
S.M.U. to a scoreless tie, 0-0.
while Denise Davis and Ruth
DeBesse each scored one.
They played two overtime
periods, but there was still no
Back on October 13,
Bridgewater beat Fitchburg
score. Bridgewater outshot
1-0, but the score certainly
S.M.U. 21 to 13.

By Gregory Mathis

Ruth DeBesse takes shot in BSC 6-1 win over Assumption.

Bears Prepar.e for
Homecoming

The Curry Colonels are
coming off a solid (17-7) win
over WNEC raising their
record (2-3). Leading the way·
on offense was freshman QB
Bob Barrett who was the
,. ,..BY G,reg~~ ~·~ble,
' of the ·garrie when Ambrose , Ambrose, who was 12 for 25, · "ECAC Rookie of the Week"
The Bridgewater State Co/found Hughes on a 32 yard
hit Steve Hughes.
after passing for 294 yards
tege football Bears will be
Western Conn. is one of the play to stretch the lead to 14against the Golden Bears. He
looking to even their season
powerhouses this year in the " 3 after Boudrot kicked the
currently leads the NEFC in
mark on Saturday In a Home- New England Conference extra point. Ambrose finpassing, with his main target
coming event against Curry ·and the win made it five for ished off the first half by scarMike Blau leading the conferCollege. Game time is 1:00 the season, which set a . ing on a one-yard run to end
ence with 24 receptions.
the half with Bridgewater up
p.m. at Swenson Field.
school record.
Defensively, the Colonels
Bridgewater is coming off a
Two weeks ago the Bears 20-3. Boudrot missed the
lead, the league in passing
two game road swing which
played another pereniaily 6xtra point.
defense allowing opponents
Bridgewater added a
saw them split the two tough team, WNEC, and
less than 100 yards per game.
games, dropping a 28-13 totally dominated the game. touchdown in the third quarHowever, they are last in
decision to Western Connec- winning 34-3. Bridgewater ter And one in the fourth to ice
rushing defense allowing
ticut and trouncing Western
had 371 yards in total the victory. Dave Buckley
over 225 per game.
New England College, 34-3.
offense, holding WNEC to scored on a six yard run in the
This week's game plan
In the most recent game,
100 yards on the ground and thir(:j, , and Jim Doherty
should see a very wide open
caught a 12-yard pass from
the Bears had a tough first 59 yards in the air.
passing attack on curry's_
half, trailing 21-0. BridgeBoth teams played to a Torn MeGory who was sent in
part and more rushing
water finally got on the board scoreless first quarter, but to replace Ambrose.
ground control-type offens~
The split of the two games
late in the third period, when things opened up a bit in the
by the Bears. Last year curry
freshman quarterback Mark second quarter. WNEC got leaves Bri~,gewater with a 2-3
beat the Bears (15-13) in the
Ambrose connected with · on the board first with a 29 mark this seson. Their next
Homecoming game at Curry.
opponent, Curry, is also 2-3.
Scott Johnson. Mark Boud- yard field goal.
This year let's hope Bridgerot's kick made the score 21Bridgewater wasted no This are coming off a 17-7
water State can do the same
7.
time in getting back in the win over WNEC.
to the Colonels.
Western Conn. added
game as they marched down:..
Remember, this game is
Meanwhile, the women's
another touchdown upping field, capped off by a 20 yard part of this year's Homecomfield hockey team seems to
the score to 28-7, but BSC pass from Ambrose to John- ing ceremonies, so show
have risen out of their midbrought the score to respec- son. Boudrot split the your school spirit and come
season slump by reeling off
tibility by adding a. touch- uprights, giving BSC the 7-3 out and support our football
four straight wins over wardown in the final two minutes lead.
team.
cester State (2-0), Fitchburg
====================================:!•State (1-0) Assumption (61), and Ply~outh State (1-0).
Their current record is (9-23).
Last week our squad was
ranked #5 in New England. It
seems Head Coach Mary Lou
Thi mas has got the team
back in gear and peaking for
offense was never able ·get the playoffs. Next contest is
By Mike Storey
and alumni will be scattered
on track as QB Mark in the MAIAW tournament
all over campus reliving their
Ambrose was intercepted this Friday and Saturday
Well, it's rtomecoming
college days.
four times in the first half by
weekend and for those fresh(Oct. 21-22).
One of the traditions is the
the Colonial defense. The
men who are going to expeannual Homecoming football
The women's volleyball
score was (21-0) before the team is on a winning skein of
rience it for the first time get
game. Thi.s year the Bears
Bears got on the board with a their own as they have, won
ready for the most social time
take on the Colonels of Curry
of the Fall semester. Dances
College at 1:00 p.m. at Swen- 5-yard scoring pass from their last four and six out of
· Ambrose to Scott Johnson. their last seven. The coup de
and partying begin tonight
son Field.
Another 11-yard TD pass to gras was their first place finand continue throughout the
The Bears (2-3) are coming
wee hours of Saturday night.
off a (28-13) loss to league leading receiver Steve ish in the Wellesley lnvitaThe Student Union will never
leading Western Connecti- Hughes in the fourth quarter tional last Saturday.
be busier~ Fellow students
cut. The Bridgewater State was too little too late.
Congratulations Ladies!
l . . . . .: . -

Bears BuS1ness

~.

to

Photo:Ed Santllll

Their current overall record
is now (11-10). They are still
undefeated in the MASCAC
conference with a (3-0)
record. Next match is the
Roger Williams Invitational
this Saturday.
The Men's (coed) Tennis
team finished their fall season on a winning note with an
(8-1) victory over Fitchburg
State. They finished the season {2-5). Coach Doug Chapman was very pleased with
the play of the entire squad,
in particular Mike Ryder and
Mary Doucette.
The men's soccer squad is
still having a tough year having lost their last five encounters. T~ey are cu~rently (2-9)
overall, and (0-5) in the MAS~AC. The team has been get-,
tmg some excellent goaltending from Brad Mastran~elo and goo.d defense at
times, ?ut their offense has
been nil all season.
The men's cross country
team took third place this
past weekend in the MASCAC finals for men. Harriers
Scott Yakola (5th), Dan
Murphy (7th), and Tom Keating {11th) led the way and
were named to the allconfe~ence team._ The
w9men s .squad, coming off
their sec.end place ~ini~h in
the Codfish Bowl lnv1tat1onal
where Andrea Brousaides,
finished a~ excellent fourth,
competed tn the Holy Cross
Invitational last Saturd~y.
Both teams arae no~ gearing
up 19~ th NCAA Qual1fer to be
held at SMU on November 12.
lntramural_s
The men's flag football
league has proven to be a
very tight rac~ with only o.ne
game s~paratmg the top five
!earns with only one game left
in the regular season. The
Piranha~ are currently in first
place with a (5-1) record and
could get a bye for the
See BEARS page 16
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Sports
Volleyballers Win Wellesley Tourney
By Deb Santheson
On Monday, the Bridgewater State College women's
volleyball team won matches
against Merrimack College
and Stonehill College in a trimatch held at Merrimack.
Bridgewater started off the
night winning three straight
games against Merrimack 15,..
8, 15-2, 15-6. In their second
match of tr1e night, Bridgeweter lost the first game to
Stonehill 11-15, but surged
back to win the second and
third games 15-6, 15-:-10. "The
teams were weak/' said Head
Coach Kimberly Phillips,
"and whenever, teams appear
to be weak,, we seem to relax.
We played down to their
level." Coach Phillips also

commented on the referees:
"They were extremely bad,
they were missing calls. It
was the worst officiating I've
seen all year."
In one of the highest points
of their season, Bridgewater
won the Wellesley Tournament held on Saturday, Oct.
15 at Wellesley College. In
their first two matches of the
day, Bridgewater met and
defeated Babson College
and Salem State College,
winning both 2 games to 0.
Bridgewater then lost to
hosting team Wellesley 1
game to 2 before entering the
semi-finals against Salem
State. Upon beating Salem,
Bridgewater met Wellesley
once again in the finals and

M.A.S.C.A.C. Race
By Douglas Bensonn
On Saturday, October 15,
Bridgewater State College
held the Massachusetts State
College Athletic Conference
(M.A.S.C;A.C.) championship, with Mike Churchill, a
junior out of Fitchburg St.,
ran the relatively flat 4.97 mile
course in a record time of
26:08. Churchill broke the
one year old record by 1:14.
The team championship
went to Westfield St. followed
closely by Fitchburg and
Bridgewater. It was a relatively close race throughout,
with few lead changes.
At the one and two ·mile
marks, Dan Murphy, a junior
at BSC held a short lead over
Churchill and Scott Yakola.
The next time the runners
appeared at the 4.3 mile mark
near Swenson Field, Churchill had a large lead over the
rest of the pack but Mike Keegan, out of Westfield St. was

slowly closing. At the finish
Ii ne both runners were
almost side by side with
Churchill winning by a mere
second.
Afterwards, three members
from Bridgewater St. were
named to the All-Conference
team.Included were; Yakola,
only a sophomore, who finished fifth with an outstanding time of 26:56. Murphy, a
junior· and co-captain,. fin.:..
ished in seventh place with a
good time of 27:08. A superb
freshman runner, Tom Keating finished in eleventh place
with a ti me of 27:38. Other
Bridgewater runners include
Tony cabral, who finished in
twenty-eighth place with a
time of 28:57, and Jon Dunbury in thirty-first place at
29:05.
Bridgewater State's next
mens meet will be at the New
England championship at
Franklin Park on November
5.

beat them 2 games to o to
wrap up the tournament. Said
Phillips, "Our performance
was really good. We were the
underdogs; we were like a
whole new team. After a devastating day on Friday, this
really motivated us."
On Friday, Bridgewater, in
what Coach Phillips termed
the "lowest point of the season", lost both matches in a
tri-match against Eastern
Nazarerie College and Roger
Williams College with scores
of 10-15, 11-15, and 14-16, 315 respectively. "There was
no communication on the
court, the girls couldn't- put
things together," remarked
Phillips, "this loss was even
worse than our loss in the

Bryant Tournament (in which
they lost 6 out of 7 games)." .
On Tuesday, October 11,
Bri dgewate r traveled to
Assumption College and won
both matches 2 games to O
against teams from Assumption and Regis College.
"They were very weak
teams," commented Phillips,
"It was almost like a practice
for us. Ali the sub-varsity
members debuted and
played very well."
Saturday, October 8,
brought Bridgewater to Gardon College for a three out of
five series. But, Bridgewater
came away empty-handed
losing al I three games to Gordon with scores of 9-15, 1015, and 11-15. "Gordon' was a·

tall, aggressive team with all
their strength in spiking,"
said Phillips, "we were intim'idated by them eve11 before
we started the match, we
have to learn not to do that"
"Our entusiasm 'Is inconsistent," continues Phillips,
"we burn out easily, we have
to stay motivatied." The
team's overall record is 7-5
and they have ~ divisional
record of 7-2.
,
Upcoming games include
the Roger Williams lnvitational on Saturday at Roger
Williams .. Starting time is9:QO
a.m. On Tuesday, ·October
25, Bridgewater r~turns
home for a. match against
Framirigh~m.State College at
7:00 p.rn.
· ·

Tennis Team Finishes .on
Upswing
,•.

..

Other members ()fthe team
Boynton and Mary Doucette·
led the team to victory with include: Kelly Bentz, Heidi
Hinds, Cindy Willson and
nine players seeing action.
The Bridgewater State ColThe season's big surprise Debbie Barlow. Peter Kraswas junior Brian Tobin,· a ner was the team's athletic
lege co-ed varsity tennis
team finished· its season
transfer from Westfield State. trainer.
Despite the record, there
Monday with an 8-1 victory at Tobin was 5-1 at fifth singles.
were some encouraging
~itchb-vr,g·"'."S~. ·:Wins w~r:e >Another brig.ht· spot was
·ecorded by Mike Ryder,
number one singles where ·signs "for· new coach '·Doug
sophomore Mike Ryder was Chapman, who came to
"1ark Desrochers and Mary
)oucette in singles and dou- 4-3 against the state's best Bridgewater after heading
)les; · Brian Tobin and Sue
player. Rounding out the top one of Eastern Massachu)alrymple in singles; Mike
six were Cfesrochers and setts' most successful high
3oynton, Danny Harold and
Boynton, alternating in the school programs at SomerJulie Westman in doubles.
second and third spots, set.
'We were very competitive
The victory was the Bears'
Doucette (2-3) at fourth and
second on the season, giving
Sue Dalrymple (3-4) at sixth with most teams on our schethem a disappointing 2-5
singles. Both girls were very d u I e. We continued to
record. Still, the team
competitive rn all their improve as the season progressed and the team s entuimproved tremendously over
matches.
the season and lost three very
The number one doubles siasm was always high," said
close contests. Wins in two of
pair of Boynton and Des- Coach Chapman, "I wish we
those three tight matches
rochers combined for only could have another shot at a
would have given the sq4ad a two victories. The second couple of the teams that beat
winning season.
team was very successful, us early in the year. Because
The men's team was
Doucette finishing with a 5-1 of our improvement, it may
nelped tremendously by the
record, paired mostly with have been a different story." .
Although the record did
merger with the women's
Ryder. The duties of third
team, which was dropped for
doubles was split among four· not reflect the team's compethe season due to personnel
players. The colorful Dan tive play, they finished on a
problems.
Harold was the most station- high note playing their best
The Bears' other victory
ary member of the duos. Julie tennis of the season and are
was 6-3 over Mass. Maritime
Westman, Tobin and Lisa looking forward to having a
on Cape Cod. Tri-captains
Schriener all shared playing much stronger spring
season.
Mark Desrochers, Mik~e~~ti~m~e_a~t~t~h~a~t~p~o~st_·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1

Booters Struggle
On Thursday the· Bridgewater State men's soccer
team will travel to Westfield
State. Westfield, at 9-2-1, is
coming off a 4-0 shutout over
Western New England
College.
Meanwhile, Bridgewater's
record dropped to 2-8 this

Bridgewater harrier Dan Murphy legs it out in
M.A.S.C.A.C. race held at Bridgewater.

week as they were edged by
Framingham· State on
October 17, 2-1.
Bridgewater took the lead
at 34:37 of the first half on a
goal by Tom Nardone, with
the assist going to Bob Moff.
That lead held throughout
the rest of the first half ::inrl

well into the second half. Framingham tied the score late
in the half, at 83:28. The winning goal camc5:10 later with
fess than three minutes to
play.
Scott Repatrazoane had a
strong game in net, making
11 saves.
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Sports
Sports Feature

Women's Rugby Club
By Rozey Silva
was sparked by the aggres- making the score 12 - 10.
The Bridgewater Women's
siveness of Cathy Hill, who, -, hey made the extra twoRugby Club opened their
later in the first haff, scored point kick.
homestead on a good note: a
the second tri. Bridgewater
The entire Bridgewater
big 12 - 10 win over Holy
lead Holy Cross at half time a Club pulled together and
Cross. Bridgewater showed
- o.
played a superb game. The
their power early in the game
Holy Cross came on strong Backs were lead by Allison
by pushing Holy Cross deep
in the beginning of the Petrosevich, Bonnie Allen,
within their territiory. From
second half and scored their and Kelly Ann Quilty . The
this offensive blast came a tri,
first tri. That did not dampen scrum was lead by Cathy Hill
scored by Linda MacGillvery.
Bridgewater's enthusiasm. and scrum half Jackie
This gave Bridgewater a 4 - 0
Diane Burke took a pass from Thayer. The next home game
lead, something they never
Jackie Thayer and scored is Saturday, October 22.
lost. Whenever Holy Cross
Bridgewater's final tri, put- Come to the Rugby fields at
showed any offense, the
ting them ahead 12 - 4. Near 12:00 and add some "elegant
Bridgewater defense closed
the end of the half, Holy violence" to your Homecomri·ght _________
in on them. The defense _......,....,.....,..,,........,.....,....,.i.iiiioiii.;.,;,,o;;..;.;.;.:_..;.;.;,.ii;:.,..;.;;,,,._......,-....;.._
Cross scored their second tri, ing festivities. _____'"'i4
..,......_

~BEARS
.playoffs if they win their final should be printed in the
game. Right on their heels is Comment today, also. Check
Smegma, BAMFS, and the,~·;. it for new pool times and
Force.
extended gym. hours.
In the women's flag footAerobics on Monday and
ball league the Piranhas also Wednesday ni.ghts has been
are leading the way with
moved up to 8:30 p.m. The
·defending champs MadDogs afternoon Aerobics session
and No Names right behind
has been extended to Monthem. Their playoffs will be in day, Wednesday, and Friday
a couple-of weeks also.
afternoons at 12:00 noon.
The volleyball intramural Come on in if you don't want
league . took this week off to l.ose that shape over the
because of possible conflicts weekend.
'
with varsity.basketball practi·· ·
· BAIRS
ces but will begin again this
The annual Homecoming
Sunday at new times, 8:30 Road Race is sch.eduled for
and 9:30 p.m.
this Saturday ~orning at
Kelly Gym
11 :OO a. m. Applications can
There is a new second
be obtained in front of the
quarter facility schedule Bookstore tomorrow from
~vai~~qle :i,n, . ,~n~.~9Ym,..;~Q?.,,,":c,

11-1 p.m. or at Mike Storey·s
office in the Kelly Gym. The
entry fee is $1.00. Dinners for
two are the prizes for first
place a_s well as other goodies for second and third.
The Ultimate Frisbee Tournament has gotten a good
turnout with five teams playing on Tuesdays and Thursdays .i.n front of the Hill.
Get your Hibachis ready
for the tailgating on Saturday
in the footbal'I parking lot.
Have a good time over the
weekend and especially at
Irish night where 1 may be
seen doing an Irish jig or two.
And gfrls lock your doors and
windows this weekend Brad
Lord is coming back.

lRE

WRITING
CEl\IER
*PROFESSIONAL TUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS'
IN THE COLLEGE
.
*INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS

* EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING SKILLS

* TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY (CURING
WRITER'S BLOCK) .

* EDITING AND REVISING
* WRITING WORKSHOPS ON SPEC!AL TOPICS
* AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL
* ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
.*RESEARCH

SKILL~

* A SUPPORTIVE READER

WHO DOES NOT GIVE GRADES

Frisbee Golf at
B.S.C.
By Bob Smith
Many students may not be
acquainted with frisbee golf,
but the few students that
indulge in this sport find it
very enjoyable. The difference between frisbee golf
and regular golf is, instead of
clubs
a ball,
you use
frisbee.andAnd
instead
of a
a
three inch hole, you have to
hit a tree, a barrel, bush, or
flagpole.
Fortunately, our campus
has a nine hole frisbee golf
course. In the Spring of 1980,
the first game of the frisbee
golf was played at Bridgewater State College. The
course starts at Scott Hall
and ends behind the Student
Union. It extends throughout
the quadra·ngle and all the
way up to Boyden Hall. The
excellent campus lighting
makes frisbee golf possible at
any time, day or night.
Over the ye.ars the course
has had onty one change,
that of the fourth hole. The
hole. used to be Boyden's
main doors, but the adminis.tr~~ion ~nd. faculty. didQ',t

appreciate frisbees being
thrown there. So the hole was
changed to the flagpole
located at the rig ht of
Boyden.
During the last couple of
weeks the course has undergone many more changes to
increase the level of difficulty. These changes are as
follows: {3rd Hole) the dog
leg is around the telephone
pole in back of Scott, and is
now a par three. (4th Hole)
the tee off area ·has been
changed to the right of the
manhole and behind the
mailbox in front of Scott. (5th
Hole) has been changed to a
par three. (6th Hole) the tee
off area is now to the left of
Boyden Hall's stairs.
The course record was
nine strokes under par, which
was held by Sean Franchi.
With the course changes, the
new record is five strokes
under, held by Dennis
Lowell.
So grab your frisbee and
take a shot at Bridtfewater's
new frisbee golf cour'S"et!I;.,
GOOD LUCK!
. '·,.,

..,.....~fli.~
•

',.1"1-'i...:t ..."'''Ji>

in· the F:reshman Center, Maxwell Library
First floor, Park Avenue entrance

